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When he ap>ar/

, colored race

,ori the platform the crowd r
Ito heckle him. He faced th.-i,"

lu pt calm until

they

were

i
r

fell into a can of milk. After kic
ing awhile one of them gaVe *
and sank to the bottom, but

other kept on kicking and in ... I
morning was seen sitting on
beautiful mound of butter.

Booker got his hearing.
Now as to Lincoln—the man r
many parts—athletic, social
and gay, but never wanting
kindness and helpfulness. His h

was

demonstrated

'

When *1

port office in which he was
master was discontinued. V..,

* * * «r§
afterward it was found there v
a certain amount of money a,''S
tiie government and an officer
,-ent to adjust the matter, but a''

produced the very same cash
'il
a cent that belonged to the gOv.
eminent, which he had kept <
so many years.
,
His athletic ability was tested ,n
the gathering of youth at a grocery

store where Abe was the only Ch.

in the crowd who could raise u
barrel of whiskey over the head
It is said that lie took a mouthful
from the bunghole when a k ’
stander remarked:
“That Ls the first drink of Wilis
key I ever saw Abe take."
"You haven't seen me yet " s-dd
Aoe. as he spewed the whi key
from his inou’h.

humorous part was .houn
he an.-i his pal, a nalH

His

I.

v

Saturday

‘‘I

then, to illustrate his position
the following fable: “Two f

esty
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(Boston to lecture while the
ment was still hot against

Jiul/c, agreed to trade homes even
re ther to see ,lv other's horse -iiti! arriving cn the spot designated

fcr the exchange. Naturally the 're I

a large crowd gathered. The I

re appeared first with the -.kinniest horse that he could
through the country.
Soon j. n 1

coin was sipen to approach with
kaWhorse ian his arm. Throwing
klown his s aw horse with hLs eu- „n
the Judge' s horse he exclaimed:

“I declare, Judge, that Ls ihe
prst time that I ever got beaten
tan a horse trade."
Lincoln wrote an article for a
newspaper at the request of a
[friend and was challenged to fight |

Established January, 1846.

STONINGTON MAN WAS LOST
Carl Meline One of Victims of the Torpedoed
Tanker W. D. Anderson

When Signal Is Given

l:ad choice of weapons Lincoln
chose clubs, which caused his antagonist to wilt.

Gov. Sewall Issues Orders
Covering Phases Of
Blackouts

W. R. Walter
North Waldoboro, Peb. 20.

Eighteen-year-old girls in cities ofl

ii

Wl

army.

Here they come on a

bicycle built for two

CtK!
Factory-Trained

These patriotic Spring Suits
and Topcoats are saving tires,

you see.

They’re *l-so saving

wool for the Army, but don’t let

[UP Car Needs.

that make you think they have

k!e/U,

saved on style.

The truth is that this Spring

clothing has more get up and go

to it than any clothing you’ve
AFETY PLUS, fl rakes ought

ostment for safety reasons
es that are "out" can also
increased tire wear, For
•n adjust your Buick brakes

ever worn.

There are no pri

orities on style, fellows . . •

tions.

t ome in and try on your first
ar

lasts

longer

fioned as a unit —
trained Buick
job.

nr spring condio fit your car's
take up a ready-

according to

taste of better taste.

$25.00, $35.00, $39.50
S. W. Gregory has charge
of our Tailoring Depart

ment. If you prefer to have

ments.

your clothes made to your

igher than for a

individual

measurement,

>d job anywhere

lv

lower in the

call for him.

ie it pays to have
EE check-up by
factory-trained

et us detail the
r should have

V/C£
Plan

GREGORY'S
TEL. 8M

<1« MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. MB.

Mayor Edward R. Veazie received
yesterday afternoon, executive or
ders from the office of the Governor
regarding blackouts.
The order
covers every phase of the conduct
of civilians and emergency units
once the orders to blackcut the
area have come through. These are
orders and not merely suggestions
and must be carried out to the letter
for the public safety Violators can
be punished and punished severely.
All street lighting will be extin
guished as will all window lights in
stores, all signs, neon and standard
electric signs. The lights of all cars,
except those of emergency vehicles,
must be extinguished and even these
must be equipped for blackout oper
ation with a minimum of light
shewing. No smoking or lighting of
pipes, cigarets or cigars in the open.
All traffic lights and warning
flashers must be put out at the first
signal. Ail cars must leave the
highways and streets to make way
for emergency units at work.
The orders are very definite and
to the point, it is not a questicn of
what one should do, but, one of what
one must do. and do,at cnce, when
the blackout signal is given.
The full text of the odders will be
given in the Thursday issue of The
I Ccurier-Gazette. It is suggested
I that all persons cut the adticle out
and keep it for future reference.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O FULLER
Subscriptions 83.00 per year, payable In advance; single copies three

oents.
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The current issue of “Vox" the State
Pr'son newspaper, publishes an interesting
bit of correspondence—an open letter to
Gov. Sewall asking if there wasn’t some
thing the inmates of the Prison could do;
and His Excellency’s reply stating that the letter had been for
warded to the Co-ordinator of Civilian Defense so that he
may assign appropriate tasks. What better demonstration of
these unfortunate men's loyalty could be found than in this
communication, whicli says in part:
Remember this—there burns within the heart of every
red-blooded American the flame of desire to aid in the de
fense of his country, whether he be in prison, or out of prison.
Admitting that you can’t change the spots on a leopard,
neither can ycu extinguish the fire of combat that smolders,
silently, in the heart of every inmate to do their bit for their
country.
PRISONERS
ASK THE
GOVERNOR

Secretary Knox’s report on that phase
THE BATTLE of the war which is occurring within easy
OFF THE
distance of Boston. New York. Charleston,
COAST
and other Atlantic coast cities does not pro
vide a basis for either exultation or gloom.
Between Jan. 1 and Feb. 23, he said, 45 ships of United
Nations registry “had torpedoes fired at them" in United
States coastal waters. In the same period, three enemy sub
marines were sunk, and four more were damaged. In addi
tion, our navy made 49 attacks on submarines, or what ap
peared to be submarines, with “inconclusive results.” If all
of the 45 merchant ships which had “torpedoes fired at them”
were either sunk or damaged, and seven U-boats went to the
bottom or weTe crippled, the ratio favors the Germans about
six ond one-half to one.
This looks bad, and quite possibly is. But it should be
realized that the destruction of one submarine is. from the
military standpoint, considerably more important than the
loss of several merchant vessels. Also, it might be recalled
that, of the three or four large U-boats which preyed on
American coastwise shipping in 1918, all returned safely to
Germany. Finding a needle in a haystack is almost child's
play compared to sighting a periscope in tlje wintry, stormroughened Atlantic.
The test of how well or how badly our Navy Ls coping
with the U-boat nuisance will be whether it abates or in
creases in the next few months. Quite conceivably, the three
subs reported definitely to have been sunk were responsible
for most of the 45 attacks on merchant ships. In that case.
Admiral von Raeder may not be eager to send more crews
over to suffer their fate. Anyway, with the days growing
longer and the seas becoming smoother, U-boat hunting along
the coast ought to become increasingly pleasurable and
productive.—(Boston Herald.

Tire Certificates
The following persons were
granted certificates to purchase
tires by the Knox County Ration
ing Board during the week ending
Feb. 28. The offices of the board
are located tn the second floor cor
ridor of the Post Office building
and are open daily until 4 p. m.
1 Robert Cushman Burns. Rockland
Jethro Dunham Pease,
Hope
Frank Ariel Knight.
Camden
Mrs. Marcia M. Davis, Friendship
' Carleton Franklin Weaver.
I
Washington
Important meeting of Womans
Auxiliary of St. Peter’s Episcopal
Church Thursday night at 7JO in
the Undercroft. Every member is
urged to attend and take scissors,
thimble and darning needles.

The Navy's top admiral and the Army's
MORNING’S ranking General disclosed yesterday that
NEWS IN A xthe American armed forces are working
NUTSHELL with all possible speed to carry the war to
the Axis enemies in a grand offensive in
Asia, Africa and Europe. Preliminary to the start of the
offensive, it was said, the Navy is engaged in keeping open
supply lines to the major theatres of operation and at the same
time harassing and weakening the enemy wherever he may
be found.
The Germans have marked Iceland, Dakar. Casablanca
and the Canary Islands for Spring conquest to choke off
American supplies flowing to the embattled British Isles, an
authoritative source said today.
Dispatches from Batavia said today that a huge new
Japanese invasion armada was bearing down upon Java aid
was being met by continuous relays of U. S. flying fortresses
and other Allied bombers.
The Russians are massing ’almost unheard of forces" all
along the front for what is believed to be a large-scale attack.

BASKETBALL

WANTED

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

VS.

LINCOLN ACADEMY
(Boys’ and Girls' Teams)

COLLATERAL LOANS

10PKINS
EET, CAMDEN. ME.

SECVKED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLANUSAVINCS BANK
pi-eoTtf

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 3,1942

The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Sea tragedies which have claimed t ports when suddenly there was an was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune.*
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
.0 many freight steamers on this explosicn.
“Without a second thought I knew
f a t since the war began, struck
what
it was and made for the side.
[EDITORIAL]
rearer heme last week w th the
“
Just
before
I
hit
the
water
i.r.km.g of the tanker W. D. Ander
heard the second torpedo explosion.
One hears occasionally some Impatient
son off tne Flcriaa coast.
I locked back and saw Bernard
SHIPYARDS remark concerning the delay which this
On? cf the victims was a Stoning- (John Bernard Ferry) one of the
government is supposed to be exercising in
NOT
♦cn man. Carl Meline, who had been
fellows who had been talking with
connection with war shipments and war
LAGGING
cn the ill-fated craft the past three us, at the edge of the deck.
preparations. This certainly does not apply
years, and when last heard from
“It looked to me like he was ready
to
the
construction
of new craft for the U. S. Navy. At a New
vas working to become third engi to dive in, but he hesitated. Then
York port Saturday there was launched a submarine combat
neer. He was 28 years old, and is the ship burst into flames. I never
ship which had been built in the record time of 63 days, and
.survived by h's wife, Dora McMa
saw him again. Burning oil poured
she had no sconer gone off the ways than the keel was being
hon Meline, and a young son, who from the ship and spread toward
laid for her successor. On the same day there was launched,
are now making their home in Phila
me. If I wanted to live I had to get
far ahead of time, the light cruiser San Juan, costing
delphia. She is a granddaughter cf away. I swam toward the open sea,
$12,000,000, one of the fastest and most heavily armed ships
Dennis McMahon, superintendent of
racing as hard as I could from the
of its type. There have been scores of just such instances,
the North Lubec Manufacturing & spreading fire. The wind was blow
and if there is anything laggard about that we miss our guess.
Canning Company of this c ty, and
ing the flames toward me.
has made her home with the Mc
“It took an hour’s hard swimming
Mahons since childhood.
to get away from the Are, then lt
It was thoroughly characteristic of
The lone survivor was a wiper, quit spreading and began to die
A BIRD
Adriel U. Bird that he should be the first
Frank Leonard Terry, 23, of Lans down. I was becoming exhausted
LANDS ON to land his plane on the new Municipal Airford, Pa When his ship was tor and I knew that unless I could get
OUR AIRPORT port at Ash Point. He was one of the first
pedoed. he jumped into the water, something to support me, it was all
to advocate the construction of such a field
e caped spreading oil fire by swim- up for me. I didn’t have a life belt.
and no small amount of effort to Mayor Veazie's work in mak
m ng to sea for more than an hour Now I began to swim back toward
ing it possible. Far from his native home amid the constant
and had to remain afloat another the ship, hunting for a piece of
turmoil of important business affairs, Mr. Bird has never per
hour before he was rescued.
wreckage—anything to cling to.
mitted his interest in Rockland to lag, nor his generous as
Terry expressed the conviction never found any.
sistance to falter. The frequency and delight with which he
nene of his companions escaped.
“After about another hour I was
flies back home is even more convincing proof of his love
From a hospital bed, he told of see so exhausted I couldn’t tell whether
for it.
ing flames envelop the 500-foot I had legs. I knew I wasn’t going
tanker while some of hts shipmates to last another five minutes. Just
were poised on her sides ready to then I saw a beat, I yelled and
Railroads do not fly high, like airplanes,
jump.
waved It was dark and I was afraid
RAILROAD but at the present moment they are fur
The W. D. Andersen, a 500-foot, he wouldn’t see me. But somehow
nishing abundant proof tliat the country
SHOWS
10.227-ton vessel, is owned by the he caught sight of me in the water
absolutely
requires their services. The
PROFIT
Atlantc Refining Company.
Maine Central, for instance, has shown a
I damned the Nazis as he pulled me
Terry told the following story:
out. I’m going back to set as soon
steady financial gain the past year and in the mid-Winter
"Several of us were on the aft deck as I am rested up again.”
month of January netted $80,719 over and above its fixed
talking. Some of the men were tell
The master of the W. D. Anderson
charges. This compared with a net income of only a little
ing about foreign ports they had was Albert B. Walters of Upper
better than half the amount for the corresponding month a
been in. One was describing Chinese Darby, Pa.
year ago.

a duel, which he could not con
stantly refuse and maintain his
honor, but as the challenged party

Go: many are being sent to work on I
farms to free farm boys for the|

Catered aa Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courier-Gazette, 465 Main 8t.

TONIGHT at COMMUNITY BUILDING
Junior Varsity Boys and Oamden V. M. O. A. at 6.30
Prices 90c and 40c

HONOR PARTS ARE AWARDED

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 27.

yhe B[ack Cat

Rockland High School Valedictory Goes To
Young Man Attending College
Joseph E. Blaisdell, principal of
Rockland High School this morn
ing announced the honor parts
for the High School commence
ment. based upon the students’
four years records.
For the first time in the history
of the Rockland school the vale
dictory goes to a student, who is
not now a member of it, the honor
being conferred upon John Storer.
who is attending Chicago Univer
sity, but who had enough credits
last year to graduate. It is quite
likely that Storer will prepare an

essay, to be read at commencei ment by some other student. He
’ is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
[ Storer.
»
Second honors, the salutatory
went to Nancy, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Emery B. Howard.
The essay parts g» to the follow
ing students on rank, but not in
the order here named: Ernest
Dondis, William East, Virginia
Bowley, John Crockett, Eloise
Ladd, Walter Butler, William Hop
kins, Barbara Lamb and Lucille
Stanley.

MISTER MODERATORS INNING
NORTH HAVEN
Well content with their civic
leaders would appear to be the
situation in North Haven, for the
voters, turning out in large force,
sent them back into office with
with nary a “Nay.” The one soli
tary exception was a contest for
traffic officer wherein Harvey Cal
derwood won two to one over Par
ker Crockett. The latter is retained
as fire chief, however, at a salary
of 8150. The traffic officer will be
paid 8100.
Representative Lloyd Crockett
presided as moderator, and other
familiar names for the coming year
will be: P. L. Brown, W. L./Ames,
George D. Beverage, selectmen and
assessors; Mrs. Foy W. Brown,
clerk; Ray B. Beverage, treasurer
and collector of taxes; Clyde O.
Ames, road commissioner; Her
man Crockett, sexton; Argyle Mac
Donald.
A lengthy article relating to the
refunding of indebtedness by the
sale of bonds was passed over, but
the town did vote 81.000 to apply
on the interest of the town debt,
and also 81,000 to pay on the debt
itself.
Road

expenditures

always

con

stitute a major consideration, yes
terday’s action in this direction
consisting of: Roads and bridges,
$1,000;
maintenance
improved
third class road, 8161; cutting
bushes, 8150; State Aid road con
struction, $799.50; State Aid road
patrol, $420; mowing grass on
town roads. $25; snow removal,
$650 ; 50-50 road maintenance, $50;
work on State Aid road No. 3 from
Bartlett’s Harbor toward the Cross
roads and continuing in a westerly
direction, $500;
repair Beach
bridge, $500; resurfacing and tar
ring from main road to Ferry
Landing, $300. Common labor on
roads will be paid for at the rate
of $4 a day, excepting State work.
North Haven is seriously con
sidering what can be done toward
acquiring a wharf and public
steamboat landing and according
ly, the selectmen were authorized
to study this matter and report
at a later special town meeting.
Among the purchases to be made
presently are a siren for use as a
fire alarm and air raid signal at
a cost of $450. Ambulance equip
ment for the hearse will be bought
for $100, and the Civilian Defense
program will receive $500. Improve
ments will also include a street
light on Mullins Lane.
Schools will be well provided for
under these appropriations: Com
mon schools, $2900; High School,
$2825; supplies, $225; text books,
$150; repairs, $65; superintendent,
$300.
The town and school physician
will be subsidized in the amount
of $2600, and dependent children
aided by $216. Other sums will be
used for these purposes: Fire De
partment, $400; repairs on fire
equipment, 8150; cutting brown
tail moth nests, 8300; street lights,
8810; library, 8150; Memorial Day
exercises. 825.
Discussions and controversies
were few in number and those in
a minor key.
• • • •
WARREN

(By The Roving Reporter)

C. M. Spear, all re-elected, as was
W. R. Vinal as treasurer.
Heard at the Copper Kettle last The item in this column Saturday
There were two contests—one for night during the eclipse of the moon. telling of Mrs. Bernice Reams’ many
the post of assessor and the other First girl: For goodness sake, relatives in the service was incor
for road commLssioner. Of the two what's the matter with the moon? rect in one particular. Her hus
Democrats, each running for thirl Second girl (bride of a week) in band Floyd Reams is in the Coast
assessor, Curtis C. Starrett received consolable over departure of her Guard service instead of in tho
132 votes and Percy R. Bowley, 8. husband for duty): What do I care British Army,
H. L. Kenniston as first assessor was what’s happened to the moon now ?
Residents of The Brook, who like
unopposed and Maurice E. Davis was
to
get their prognostications frem
elected to the second assessor posi St. Patrick’s Day has the distinc
the
weathervanes until the censor
tion. Road Commissioner S. A. tion cf being the only holiday this
ship
stops it, found themselves all
Watts (R) went back into office by month, excepting of course March
at
sea
yesterday when the vane on
winning 52 votes as against his 15, the final day for making out
the
Baptist
Church was pointing
Democrat opponent, Leland C. Pea income tax returns.
southwest
while
its near neighbor,
body, whose toll was 18
the vane cn the Custom House, was
Benjamin E. Starrett was elected
Few Rockland men have better pointing northeast. The direction
to the school committee; George
memories than M. Frank Donahue, of the smoke proved the church to
Starrett, fish agent; and P. R. Bow
former proprietor cf Hotel Rockland, be in the wrong.
ley and O. E. Starrett, fish wardens.
The tax collector, Silas A. Watts, who recalls that he saw the first
If anybody thought the scarctiy
will receive one cent on collections, cartload of stone dumped for the of tires or stress of new taxes was
construction of Tillson wharf. The
the town to pay the cost of paper
location was opposite the C. H. Rice going to put the automobile out of
used up to the amount of $25.
store, from which point the wharf commission he should talk with Levi
Creating particular interest was begins. "And I danced at the dedi R. Flint, who is in charge of the reg
the article to see if the town would cation,” says Frank Smilingly.
istration office for this district. He
permit Henry Bird and Emil Rivers
will tell you that up to Saturday
noon the registration had reached
of Rockland and Hiram Libby of
A calla lily so large that it occu the impressive figure of 12,000, or
Thcmaston to expend the amount
of their taxes assessed against their pies near the whole end of the din an even thousand more than at this
property on Stahl’s Hill to repair ing room, is attracting deserved at time last year. Busy days the past
and maintain the road from the cor tention at the home of Mrs. David week at the registration office with
ner by E. H. Storer’s to the top of Mann on the Ash Point road, where applications in 66 at a lick from
Stahl’s Hill near the Oliver Peters' it is being chaperoned this Winter Old Town and 65 from Damariscot
place. In thLs matter it was voted in the absence of the owner—Mrs. ta. And it’s now farewell to those
that the road commissioner be au Mann's sister, Mrs, Randall Dyer. disreputable red and aluminum
thorized to put in suitable condition One cf the stems measures 38 Vi signs which the cars wore last year.
the Eastern road in order tliat the inches and one of the leaves is 13
citizens m question might traverse inches long and 9 inches wide. Since One year ago: Ammi Sewall, who
it safely to reach their blueberry Christmas it has borne eight blos retired from Standard Oil service
soms, three at one time and five at after 28 years, was tendered a ban
land.
another. It still carries two blos quet at Webber’s Inn, Thomaston.—
Saved by reason of its use as
A W. Decrow was elected senior
Civilian Defense Center, the Village soms, and two buds foretell of blos
warden
of St. Peter’s Church—
soms to come. And is Mrs. Mann
School House will not be sold as
proud of it? So proud that she was Among the deaths: Hope, LaForest
contemplated.
willing to tell the Black Cat all P. True, 91; Rockland, John L.
Labor on reads will be u'vd for at about it.
Thomas, 72.
the rate of 40 cents an hour; fore
man, 50 cents an hour; and trucks.
$1.13.
It was voted to discontinue a halfmile stretch of road frem the resi
-e-e-e-e~e~e*
dence of E. H. Storer to the former
Charles Stahl house now owned by
Henry Bird; but a similar article
about the road leading frem the
East Union road to Butler’s Cornel,
was passed over.
Total appropriations showed a
The deadlock that has existed be- a weigher of coal and measurer of
shrinkage ever those of last year by tween Mayor Edward R. Veazie and wood.
about $812; or current monies the Board of Aldermen since the| gam Rubenstein was granted a
$33,533, compared to the 1011 figures first city meeting of the year re- junk dealer’s license to operate a
of $34,345. The sums will be expend mains the same this morning, foi-1 junk yard in Park place,
ed for these ends: Common schools lowing the monthly meeting last
Alderman Gilbert read a comand High School, $10,700; text books, night. The Mayer presented tne
i
munlcation
from a local real estate
supplies, water, lights, laboratory names of Carl O. Nelson for Tax
dealer.
Freeman
Young, who had
and library, $1200 '$50 to be used for Collector and Arthur D. Fish for
otained
a
statement
from Alfred
flags); schcol repairs. $400; miscel Chief of Police, as he has done for
j
C.
Hocking
of
the
John
Meehan &
laneous account $2500, this to in the past two months, and was
Sen
’
s
quarries
in
Clark
Island
that
clude expjenditures for defense; promptly turned dewn by the mem
he
would
repave
the
center
section
roads and bridges $3300.
bers who have asked for other names of Main street where the trolley
Sidewalks, $200;
maintenance on which to vote.
tracks were taken up for $7500. The
third class roads, $675; State and
When the Nelson appointment city’s chief executive said that he
State Aid roads, $1000; special re was made, J. J. Perry of Ward 2
solve roads, $146; cutting bushes, moved for a written ballot and an realized the deplorable condition of
the street, but did not know where
$150.
instant later Orne of Ward 3 moved the mcney could be obtained to pay
Sncw removal, $1000; support of for a yea and nay vote, which the
poor, veterans relief and aid to de Mayor recognized, there being no for such an expensive job.
pendent children, $5200; street poll on which method of voting Gilbert then pointed out that he
lights, $708; hydrants, $600; library, should be used. The vote of the va had conferred with Herbert Herrick,
$100; E. A. Starrett Camp, S. of V. rious aldermen were as follows, Commissioner of Public Works, and
Auxiliary,$50; public health nurse, Cates, yes; J. J. Perry, no; Perry, had learned that the city owned and
$85; outstanding notes, $1000; inter yes; Gilbert, no; Harriman, no; Hav had ready for use enough used pav
est on notes and discount of taxes, ener, no. Mr. Nelson remained ing block to repace the entire length
$1200; State aid road construction, unconfirmed for the third month of the street. Furthermore, he
$799.50; purchase snow fence, $100; and Ls serving at the pleasure of the stated, we have the trucks and men
that are on full time pay and' the
advertising natural resources, $50. Mayor.
only
additional expense would be the
No action was taken in regard to
The vote on the appointment of purchase of a small amount of ce
accepting unsold cemetery lots to be
Arthur D. Fish as Chief of Police ment to grout the block in and hold
used as a public burial ground.
Attendance was off semewhat was conducted by written ballot on them In place. Oilbert estimated.
the motion of Aldertnan Harriman
compared to that of previous years of Ward 6. When the ballots had on information from the highway
and all business was completed be been counted it was found that Mr. commissioner, that the cost would
be very small and the job a perma
fore 3 o'clock an unusually early hour
Fish had lost one vote frem the last nent one.
for Warren voters to adjourn.
meeting, having a 5-2 vote last night The highway committee was given
and a 4-3 vote one month ago. Ac
Dorothy Frost of this city and cording to the city charter the Chief the right to investigate the possibili
David Nichols of Lincolnville were cf Police remains tn office until his ties of this method, but at the
Mayor’s suggesion were not given
among the 44 students frem Maine successor Ls appointed.
the power tc take any action.
named to the honor list for the fall
John
Bums
was
appointed
to
the
semester at Bates College. MLss
Frost, a senior, has been on the Park Commission to succeed him The Burpee & Lamb clothing store
honors list consistently. She is a self and John M. Richardson was has moved from the location in the
member of the Choral Society and appointed for a full three-year Thorndike Hotel building which
they have occupied for some time
the Music Club; has been on the term.
and
are now occupying another store
Special police appointed were
staff of the college newspaper for
in
the
same building, south of the
three years, and is active in dra Eben Kinney, Charles M. Richard
present
lobby.
matics. Nichols, also a senior, has son, James Warren and William

Conducting their town affairs in
a calm and orderly fashion, War
ren voters have set their municipal
house in order for another year.
The leading officials will enjoy
an increase in salary the coming
year, in these classifications: First
Selectman, 8100; second and third
selectmen 850 each; and town clerk,
820. These step-ups, together with
other officers’ salaries, amount to a
total appropriation of 82420.
Elbert L. Starrett served as mod
erator, supervising proceedings as
these nominees were elected: Clerk,
John Connell, succeeding W. R.
Vinal who resigned after three years*
service; selectmen and overseers of likewise been
poor, q. W. etanrtt, A. M. Hilt and sistently.

STILL DO NOT AGREE

Mayor and Aldermen Remain At Odds On Two
Of the City Officials

on the honor list con

Feehan.

_..j. George C. Leonard was appointed

Buy Defense Bonds

ond SWpj
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Seven Million Calk

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Whosoever

shall

Every-Other-Day
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exalt

himself

shall be abased; and he that shall

humble himself shall be exalted.
—Matt. 23:12.

Rockland High Girls Play
Lincoln Academy Twice
This Week

Now Mark Daily Use Of the
Telephone—Some Start

ling Figures

In his 1941 annual report to the
14,000 stockholders of the New
England Telephone and Telegraph
Company. President John J. Rob
inson today described some of the
Rockland League of
important problems which the
Women Voters
company faces under war time con
Price control alone cannot pre ditions. To the operating depart
vent inflation since it acts more ments, handling an unprecedented
as a curative than a preventive. volume of calls from a record
If the causes of price rises were number of telephones, the year has
controlled, it might be possible to been one to tax ingenuity in meet
avoid inflation without resorting ing unusual situations. To the
management of the business, the
to direct price-fixing, because most
12-month period has been one of
of the ways of preventing infla
problems of procurement, of fi
tion which have been suggested
nance, of personnel, of capacity
are those for preventing price in
plant operation, and of relations
creases.
with
customers.
Plans for preventing inflation
The dally volume of calls, now
Include: combating the danger of
approaches the seven - million
over-expansion of bank credit by
mark, nearly half a million a day
increasing the reserve require
ments of all banks, and financing above the previous year-end. Next
government expenditures, defense is the movement of telephones;
1941 saw our installrs making 615.and regular, by taxation and sell
ing bonds to the public rather 296 service-order visits to custo
than banks; by expanding pro mers’ premises, connecting 344.811
duction, through preventing in telephones and disconnecting 270487 for a net gain of 74.324, high
dustrial and labor bottlenecks and
er
than the 1940 figure by 82 per
achieving greater efficiency and
cent.
As a result of greater usage
longer operation; by priorities and
and
more telephones, the com
rationing, if increased production
falls; by revision of the tax struc pany’s revenues and expenses
ture with a view to balancing the were correspondingly higher. Rev
budget; by rigid economy in non enues of $86,447,272 were above the
defense expenditures; by putting 1940 mark by $6,281,087; expenses
a ceiling on wages; and by en of $71917.413 were above 1940 by
forced savings plans, whereby the $6,517,193. Of this latter figure, $3 government would save for the 575.294 represented the increase in
wage earner a portion of his sal tax expense.
Net profit after deducting inter
ary. to be made available again
est
on bonds and other indebted
after the emergency.
ness
was $9537,564, or $7.15 a
Since inflation creates a “sellers’
share,
of which $9,334,206 or 97.9
market” where there is a great de
percent
was paid in dividends to
mand for goods, those producing
them can ask high prices and stockholders at the rate of $7 a
«
make substantial profits. When share.”
Discussing
rates
and
taxes. Presi
production is high, labor is in de
dent
Robinson
said,
“despite a
mand and can command a higher
rise
in
the
general
price
index, the
wage. Therefore, if inflation is
company
continued,
during
1941,
prevented, these groups do not
to
make
downward
rate
revisions.
profit as much for the time being
Such revisions resulted in savings
as they might otherwise.
However, the economic structure to customers of about $600,000 a
of the country as a whole is more year. The principal items were
important than the temporary 1 general reductions on interstate
prosperity of any one group. Even ’ messages over 40 miles, the prac
though these groups may profit by tical elimination of report charges,
inflation, they suffer in the long and reductions in overtime rates
run, because the higher the de on person-to-person calls, esti
gree of inflation, the deeper the mated at $500,000; the provision of
depression which comes when it is extended area service in Provi
over, and the groups which profit dence and its contiguous exchang
the most during inflation suffer es, estimated to save $90,000 a
year; and other rate adjustments
the most during deflation.
Therefore all groups, farmers, totalling about $10,000 a year.
The present annual effect of
labor, business-men, and the pur
such
reductions is a saving of
chasing public alike, must sacri
about
$5 500,000 to customers, or
fice temporary gain in the face of
nearly
four dollars a year on the
national emergency, if economic
average
telephone now in service.
chaos is to be avoided.
“Taxes now have an important
relationship to telephone rates,
and the management of the com
pany has faced serious problems
in meeting increased tax burdens
News Items from all of the Pa on the present rate structure.
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
Total tax expenses of $13,303,427
here.
in 1941 exceeded by $3,969,221 the
amount paid in dividends, which
Weymouth Orange Circle of stood at $9,344,206. These taxes
Thomaston will meet Thursday at
are exclusive of those which under
the home of Mrs. Nellie Orff, Hyler
the law must be billed to telephone
street, for dinner at noon and sew
users, including increased taxes on
ing in tlie afternoon. Mrs. Ella
long distance calls and a new tax
Flye will assist Mrs. Orff.
on exchange service, effective in
• • ••
October.”
Knox Pomona will meet Saturday
with South Hope Orange. The
The salary of the mayor of New
guest speaker will be Miss Lucin
York is $25,000 per year.
da Rich, Home Demonstration
agent, who will talk on “Nutrition.”
Other program numbers are:
Song. Esther McFarland and
Charlotte Robbins of South Hope;
recitation. Beth Wellman, South
Hope; reading, Nancy Ayer, Union;
question, "How will the average
farmer be affected by the short
age of tires and gasoline? What
remedy can you suggest?” I. L.
Dorman. Fred Ludwick and J. R.
Danforth; recitation,tllarion dark.
Instrumental music will be pro
vided by Margaret Robbins and
Arthur Clark.

Follow The Trend

Tonight, the Rockland girls' baskettball team will face the acid test
when they square eff cn the Com
munity Building ccurt against the
highly touted Lincoln Academy sex
tet. The whole season is at stake
with the orange and black lass es
facing a team that rates far better
than they on paper and on the out
come of this game depends the
championship of the Knox-Lincoln
League.
Linccln has been going like a
house afire all season while the
Rockland team has had its ups and
downs, having won f.ve, lost four
and tied one.
Coach Bill Sullivan is locking
foward to a victory, as are his
charges. Everything stacks up that
the scrappy outf t Bill is coaching
is due to hit the jackpot. Accord
ing to Bill, this year’s team is the
playing team that Rockland has had
—Bv staff Photographer. for a leng time.
The owners' patty at the launching of the trawler Helen Mae, 2d, at the Rockland Boat Shop Sunday hardest working, practicing and
They have faced the toughest
morning. Front row, left to right: Mrs. Edna Ross Tremblay. Miss Constance Ross, Lee Academy, who was
the spensar; Mrs. Charles Ross, Mrs. Walter Ross, holding her son Jon; and Walter Ross, all of Owl’s Head. kind of competition and have lost
Back row: Capt. Frank Ross, Mrs. Frank Ross, Miss Fern Whitney, Rockport, and George Ross, U.S.N.
by only narrow margins, when they
The
Rockland
Boat
Shop father’s boat. Over 150 persons at- Gronros launched for Rockland have lest, and have won some games
tended the launching, filling the interests last Spring. She is 70 by impressive scores. No alibis says
launched the Helen Mae 2d, at
boat shop and overflowing to the feet in length. 17 feet, six inches , Bill, for when this game is over the
10.45 Sunday morning for the adjoining wharves.
in beam and will draw approxi- . best team will have won. However,
The boat ls owned by Frank, mately 8V& feet of water. Power , if the academy girls want to win
Ross boys of Owls Head. The spon
be furnished by a 170-horse- j they have got to display a brand cf
sor was Miss Constance Ross of Walter and George Ross, all of
basketball that is sensational. If
Owls Head, and will fish out of I power high speed diesel engine,
Owls Head, daughter of Capt. and
there
was ever a game that Rock
the F. J. O’Hara plant when comShe is now tied up at the yard
Mrs. Frank Ross. She made a pieted the latter part of March. • wharf where her engines and the land wants it is this one tonight.
The starting lineup will be; for
special trip home from Lee Acad
She Ls built along the lines of rest of the machinery will be inwards,
Gloria Witham, Virginia
emy to act as sponsor for her the Iva M., which Axel and Sulo stalled and the deck houses built.
Barlow and Frances D'Agcstino;
guards, Mary Wotton, Edith Rich
and Madelyn McConchie.
I
The second game of the twoAnne Jacobs, on Saturday night
game series wil be played at Lincoln
1 set a record fcr Ladies’ High with
Academy Friday night and will end
' a score of 127.

How to cut the cost of
Heating Your Home

Closing Heating Plant at End of Season
— How To Protect From Rust
T believe you’ll welcome a suggestion as to the best way of
shutting down your furnace at
the end of the heating season.
To begin with, be sure to leave
a layer of ashes
on the grates.
Then close all
the furnace
doors and dampers. These
simple precau
tions will pre
vent the damp
air of the cellar
from cireulatingthrough the
heating plant
and causing
rust to form on the heating sur
faces and smoke pipe.
For plants of the steam or hot
water type, it is advisable to

drain off the water in the boiler.
This will rid the boiler of sedi
ment that may have accumulated
during the winter. This done,
don’t forget to refill the boiler
to the top, this
will protect the
insides of the
sections from
rusting.
As I say.
these precau
tions are easy
to follow and
take but little
time. If you
follow these
suggestions at
the close of the
heating season when you shut
down the heatir.g plant you’ll
prolong the life of your furnace
and guard against repair bills.

GRANGE CORNER

A family laxative used success
fully by young and old as aa
aid in relieving constipation.
Agreeable to take. Caution:
Use only as directed. Ask for
it at your druggist.
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Give our fighting men the
guns, the planes, the tanks they
needl Bonds buy bombs. Ev
ery dime, every dollar you put
Into Defense Bonds and Stamps
is a blow at the enemy. Hit them
where lt hurts — buy bonds I
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 upstamps as little as 10 cents up.

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Radio Is a Necessity
Keep Yours Working

W. H. Emery
Can 590-W
RADIO SERVICE
Central Shell Station
34 UNION ST.,
ROCKLAND
18*lt
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ITSIRLS?

the league season.

449,

L.

Chapman 465. R. Kelly 441, Wood! cock 436. total 1791.
Adams’—V Grover 440, Cobb 436,
Drinkwater 399. Adams 467, total
1762.
Bruins—Jack 180. Chase 240, Laj Chance 249, Smalley 293, total 962.
Blackhawks—Dow 228. Grant 255.

, Hubbard 249, O'Connell 246. total
' 978.
Cubs — Roper 444, Banchard 451,
Newbert 433. P. Williams 446. Elliot
j 513. total 2287.
Indians — McFarland 492, Hall
409. Dummy 450, Stcne 43S, Rob
bins 488 total 2326.
i Tigers—Dummy 415, A. Elliot 420,
Marks 440. Strout 471 Anderson
' 527, total 2273.
Red Sox—Chesley 471, LaChance
460. R. Feyler 451, Black 470. Gar
dner 'Dummy, 465. total 2317.
Gardner 955, Shields 1007, total
1962.
Andersen 1076. Elliott 1061, total
2137.

decide

STARTED THE
PAYROLL PlA\
IN YOUR

the

Knox-Lincoln

The Astronomical Depa
pulled off a blackout of the
iast night and the experiment
complete success. In fact it v
only event in a long time th
not tended to increase our
tax payments. After a rem;
Spring day yesterday March
back into form this mornim
a northeast calculated to p
outdoor picnics —if any
planned. For once both alt
hit the nail on the bead r n
dieting wind and the otht ■
We’ve got 'em both

C. W. Kalloch. former Eli
manager of the Aniercan
Lines, Inc., now at tlie main
25 Broadway. New York, sera
paper information in coni
with the appointment and ti
of cadets in the U S M;
Commission Cadet Corp;
cation banks may be seen
office, and Mr. Kalloch will I
to supply any additional in
tion on request.

Girls’

GIRL WITH TURQUOISE EYES is the title of an interesting character
portrait of Michele Morgan, new RKO Radio star, painted by Doyla
Goutman, young Chicago artist.
Shown here in its unfinished state.
Goutman'a study evinces the unique and fascinating appeal of the
young French actress who makes her American film debut in “Joan of
Paris,” sharing stellar honors with Paul Henreid.

Let Your Answer to Bombs Be—BONDS!

Efficient cooling of the engine is
impossible if dirt blocks the air
passages of the light metal tubes
of the radiator which carries the
water.

According to preliminary reports,
3,753.000 passenger cars with a
total wholesale value of $2,610,000,033 were produced in the United
States during 1941.

The Weather

OFFICE ?

This week will

League championship and Rockland
has got to take both games to win
the pennant.
The Rockland Jayvees will meet
the youngsters of Lincoln in the
epening game at 6.15 foddowed bv
the girls’ game. After the girls
have settled their differences, the
boys’ teams cf the two schools will
have it out. making a three game
card at the Ccmmunity Building
tonight with the girls’ game being
the highliner.

March 5
Appleton
Minstrel
at Community hall
March 8 Knox County Mil
meeting at Rockport Baptist c
March 9 Cushing -Town me
March 9
Camden--Town n
in Opera House.
March 9 Waldoboro Town ne
March 1& -Opening of New l:
Spring Flower Show in Boston
March 17 St. Patrick's Day
March
17—New draft lotte
Washington, D C.
March 17—St. Patrick s Day
cert at High School uudltorlii
gt. Bernard's Choir
March 20
Woman's Educi
Club meets at GAR hall
March 21- Spring begins
Murch 27 -Warren Comedy
way for Oracle. ' auspices
Ladles Auxiliary at Town hall
March 29 Palm Sunday
March 30 — Impersonation.
Dickens' “David Copperfield ' I
ine Graham Talbot at Univ.
vestry.
March 30 —Washington Sop'
class play, "Don't Darken My i

HAVE YOU

Sidney M. Oxton, Jr., of A
made a short call on his
Sunday. His young son Robe
resides with his grandparent
and Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton. rt
home with him for a few day

The Ship of Success of R
fleet will' sponsor a card p.
IO.O.F. hall Thursday at fi

Beano at G A R. ball Th
March 5, 2 15 p in adv
For dependable radio
call the Radio Shop, Tel.
Main street. Complete Philc
—adv.

We are fighting enemies who will stop at nothing. With our
homes, our very lives at stake, shall we stop short of giving our
dimes and dollars for Defense? Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
every day, every week. Buy as lf your very life depended upon
lt. It does!

In Portland copies of Ti
rier-Gazette are on sale at
& Rand. 666 Congress St

Read The Courier-Gazette

Visitors In Washington,
can get copies of The Courj
eette at the Metropolitan
Agency, 603 15 th street,
West.—adv.

All Users of
Range and Fuel Oil
-Effective March 4, 1942The following oil suppliers have pledged their co-operation .to
reduce consumption of gasoline, extra use of equipment that is un
necessary and still make possible an adequate system of supplying
oil to their customers:

Make no mistake—this is a life
or death struggle. Men are dy
ing in your defense. Dying that
America may be safe I

THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE

IWhAT ABOUT

Attention

.... BUY BONDS!

Dr.Trties
Elixir

'tvetdA

Learn to fly. Charles Tii
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.

Hit Them Where It Hurts

The screwbean is a species of
mesquite that grows in the south
western desert.

*

< BOSS, TP BE GLAD TO ACCEPT PART OF
MY SALARY IN DEFENSE BONDS/ IF
ALL THE WORKINS GIRLS IN THE NAT ON
DO THIS, IT WILL HELPUS greatly IN
OUR FIGHT FOR
VICTORY /

The Orient Alleys

Chapmans — Smalley

CS AMCtICAS HOMK MIATINO IXMftT

talk of the to

Most Take Both

“Helen Mae, 2d” Launched Sunday

Every-Other-Day

WAR
If you’ve declared war against some of those odds-andends that are clattering up your home, it’s time to do
something about IL A Courier-Gaoette Want Ad will
fight the battle for you—-and win! It gets results fast and
very cheaply!

Call 770—Aik For An Ad-Taker!

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

A. C. McLOON & CO.
SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO.
THURSTON OIL CO.
GULF OR. CORPORATION
SOCONY VACUUM OIL CO., INC.
ROLAND GENTHNER CO.
GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.
CAMDEN YACHT BUILDING & RAILWAY CO.
To Assure the Greatest Saving Possible—
1. No night, Sunday or holiday deliveries.
2. Orders will be delivered tiie day following receipt of order. The
placing of your order before 5.00 P. M. will assure delivery the
following business day.
This delivery service applies to all deliveries excepting regular
“routed deliveries” in nearby towns and “keep filled” accounts.
This agreement effective March 4,1942.
26-27

In closing his Gettysb
dress, Lincoln called on hi
ers to highly resolve “th
nation under God shall
new birth of freedom a
government of the people
people and for the peop
not perish from the earth
In these days, as in
time, popular governmen
peril. We have need, t
to highly resolve that thd
under God shall once a
perience a new birth of
To that end we exhort <>
citizens to draw near un
in coming weeks, by repa
their several places of w<
ever increasing numbers,
is the foundation of d<
government.

ARTHRITI
Rheumatism, Neuritis,
ness. High Blood Pre*

Sinus Infections
Successfully treated

Natural Methods
DR. BLAKE B. Ah

CHIROPRACTOR
79 PARK ST., KO< KI.AN
PHONE 11G3

NOVELTY BIl
TONIGHT, SPEAR IIA1
Given Away—Dinner and S
Six Novelty Prizes Give

BURPEE’
FUNERAL HOI

Ambulance Serv

TELEPHONES

•M er 781-1 er 781Uff-122 UMKROQK
ROCKLAND,

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

On A Home Visit

>7 RART OF
,ONDSZ IF

■E NA i lON
ReATiy IN

What about
it Girls?
HAVE vou
STARTED THE
PAYROLL Plan
in VOUR
OFFICE ?

\ /

The Weather
The Astronomical Department
pulled off a blackout of the mocn
ast night and the experiment was a
complete success. In fact it was the
only event in a long time that has
not tended to increase our income
tax payments. After a remarkable
Spring day yesterday March swung
back into form this morning, witli
a northeast calculated to postpone
outdoor picnics —if any were
planned. For once both almanacs
hit the nail on the head1—cne pre
dicting wind and the other rain.
We've got ’em both.
C. W Kalloch, former European
of the Amercan Export
Lines. Inc., now at the main offlce,
23 Broadway, New York, sends this
paper information in connection
*ith the appointment and training
of cadets in the U. S. Maritime
Commission Cadet Corps. Appli
cation banks may be seen at this
office, and Mr. Kalloch will be glad
to supply any additional informa
tion on request.
manager

e of an interesting character
adio star, painted by Doyla
here in its unfinished state,
fascinating appeal of the
fiian film debut in “Joan of
litii Paul Henreid.

S Be—BONDS!

Sidney M. Oxton, Jr., of Augusta,
made a short call on his parents
Sunday. HLs young son Robert who
resides with his grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney M. Oxton, returned
home with him for a few days' visit.

The Ship of Success of Rebekah
fleet will' sponsor a card party at
IO.O.F. hall Thursday at 8.
Beano at O A R. hall Thursday.
Mardi 5, 2.15 p. m.—adv.
For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, Tel. 844. 517
Main street. Complete Phllco Line.
—adv.
60-tf

p at nothing. With our
stop short of giving our
flense Bonds and Stamps
[Very life depended upon

In Portland copies of The Cou
rier-Gazette are on sale at Brickett
& Rand. 666 Congress St.—adv.
26*tf

Learn to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave.. Tel. 1203.
150-tf
Visitors ln Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Oaaette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West.—adv.
68*tf

on to
s undying

In closing his Gettysburg ad
dress, Lincoln called on his hear
ers to highly resolve “that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
not perish from the earth.’’
In these days, as in Lincoln's
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
citizens to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
ever increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
government.
23-41

ARTHRITIS
Rheumatism, Neuritis, Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Sinus Infections
Successfully treated by
Natural Methods

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

CHIROPRACTOR
79 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
PHONE 1163
23T&S39

NOVELTY BINGO

Cld-age and survivors Insurance
payments ln fcrce at the beginning
cf last month totalled $12,671 in the
area served by the Social Security
field offlce in Augusta, Maine, ac
cording to Leroy F. Kittredge The
greater portion of the insurance
money is being paid to retired
workers themselves, with $8683 going
to a total of 406 individuals who are
now 65 years cf age or over.
The monthly total of recipients
and payments has been increasing
steadily. Between Get. 1 and Jan.l,
74 individuals were added to the
number
of recipients and the
Second Lieut. Llcyd E. Clark. Jr.
who is visiting his former hcine in monthly payments increased by
$1086.
this city, accompanied by his wife.
The necessity cf filing a claim
Prior to entering the service Lieut.
Clark was refiigerating engineer for is pointed out by Mr. Kittredge. He
the Snider Packing Corp, in i said that neither monthly benefit
payments nor lump-sum death pay
Rochester, N. Y.
ments my be made to any other
"Faith’’ was the theme of the wise eligible individual unless and
meeting, when the YP.CU. met until a claim has been duly filed
with a Social Security Board offlce.
Sunday night in the Universalist
Persons receiving monthly bene
vestry. Burnell Mank was devo
fits were reminded by Mr. Kittredge
tional lea&er, assisted by Virginia
that the Social Security Board must
Bowley, Helen Crockett, Florence
be notified promptly if. in any
Knight. Hazen Sawyer and Lu
month, they render services for
cille Stanley. Dr. Lowe gave a
wages of more than $14.99 in em
short talk on the coming Holy
ployment covered by the law. Fail
Thursday. The remainder of the
ure to notify the Board promptly
time was spent in the form of a
of such employment may subject the
business meeting with president individual to a penalty in addition
Virginia Bowley and John Smith to a deduction of such benefits.
Lowe. Jr., presiding. Plans were
discussed by all on various mat
MAY BE ACCEPTED NOW
ters relating to the forthcoming
The Navy Recruiting Station,
State Convention which will be Post Office Building, Augusta, an
held here May 1. 2 and 3. “Unity nounces that instructions have
for Victory” was unanimously been received from the Navy De
chosen as the theme for the con partment modifying requirements
vention. Guests included Dr. John or. teeth and color blindness for
Smith Lowe, Lois Benner, Eugene applicants in Class V-6, Naval Re
Fales of Thomaston, Mrs. Herbert serve. construction duty. Men who
Kirk and Alia Kirk.
failed to qualify previously may
now be accepted if they are color
John A. Huke, '43, of 56 Summer blind or if loss of teeth have been
street, has earned a place on the replaced by satisfactory dentures.
Dean’s list at Lafayette College for Age limits .for this Class are 17
excellent scholastic work during the to 50. Applications for the regu
first semester. This honor puts a lar Navy and all other classes of
student on his own responsibility the Naval Reserve are being ac
for classroom attendance.
cepted. For further details contact
the Navy Recruiting Station at
Geraldine Norton has been Augusta.
pledged to the Theta Alpha Chi
sorority at Burdett College, Boston.
The local Sea Scout Ship is work
BORN
Kallio At St. Oeorge. Peb 24. to
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Kullio. a daughter
— Karen Olivia.
Tarbell At Belfast. Peb 25, to Mr.
and Mr.s. Gridley W Tarbell, a daugh
ter.

MARRIED
Annis-Start — At Camden. March 1.
Walter A'nnls of Simonton Corner and
Miss Bertha Start of Camden—By
Rev. P. P. Powle.
Smith-Annis—At Camden. March 1.
Harry Smith. Jr., formerly of Rock
land and Miss Irma Annis of Slmontofn Corner.—By P. P. Fowle.
Harrington-Creamer — At Portland.
Peb. 28. Merrill S. Harrington of South
Portland and Miss Dorothy L. Cream
er of Waldoboro. -By Rev. William R.
Wright.
Young-Durkee At Camden. March 1,
Ralph Young and Miss Mildred Durkee, both of Camden.—By Weston P.
Holman.
Merrill-Johnson—At Rockland. Feb.
28. Hanson D. Merrill of Thomaston
and Helen Marlon Johnson of South
Thomaston.—By Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald.
Rogers-Smith — At Rockland. March
1. Gilbert A Rogers, Jr. and Miss
Minnie E. Smith, both of Rockland.
— By Rev. J Charles MacDonald.

DIED
Nye—-At Rockland. March 2, Mary
Ellen, widow of Charles Nye. aged 76
years, 9 months, 10 days. Funeral Wed
nesday at 2 o'clock from Burpee fu
neral home. Burial in Achorn ceme
tery.
Young—At Camden. March 2, Addi
son Young, aged 85 years. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence.
Young — At Lincolnville. March 2.
Milton Young, aged 74 years Funeral
Thursday at 2 o’clock from Good fu
neral home, Camden.
Cook—At
Friendship,
March
1.
Georgianna H.. widow of Orris C.
Cook, aged 53 years. 10 months. 19
davs Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock
from Friendship Baptist Church. In
terment at Village cemetery.
Mills—At Montpelier. Vt.. Feb. 26.
George E Mills, a native of Vinal
haven, aged 80 years.
Barbour — At Abington. Mass . Feb.
28 Capt. Alvah Barbour, aged 81 years,
10 months. 13 days. Funeral services
this afternoon at 2 o'clock. Burial ln
Mansfield, Mass.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Sarah Simmons
who passed away March 2, 1938.
We will treasure your memory. Mother.
Always your memory keep.
Holding the faith that mother taught
Before she went to sleep.
Knowing that He who tends His flock
Shelters her with Hts sheep
Husband, daughters, sons and grand
children.
IN MEMORIAM
1936—Ivan E. Cunningham—1942
Your gentle face and patient smile.
With sadness we recall.
You had a kindly word for each—
And died beloved by us all.
Ycxu are not forgotten Ivan dear.
Nor will you ever be.
As long as life and memory last—
We will remember three.
Father. Mother and Brother

TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.45

s.
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First To Land at New Airport

ing ixard on final plans fcr the ball
and Bridge of Honor to be held at
the High School Friday night. The
public Ls invited, especially High
School students and older. There
are a few tickets left and anyone de
siring them, call The Courier-Ga
zette, leaving their name and ad
dress and a Scout will be sent
promptly to their home. A novel
entertainment will be provided.
Dancing} will be enjoyed to the
rhythm of Bud Clark’s six-piece or
chestra with favors, balloons and
noisemakers . During the intermis
sion, the Sea Scouts decked out in
their naval attire, will put on their
ftrst public demonstration. This
will be followed by the presentation
of medals and badges for advance
ment. Refreshments will be served
immediately following this. Every
one who comes is guaranteed a good
time and at the same time will gain
some knowledge about Sea Cere
monials.
Up to closing time Saturday, the
tax collector’s offlce had received
the excise tax on 26 more cars
than had been received at the
same date last year.
Donald T. Leigh, D. O., was the
speaker at the meeting of the Ki
wanis Club held at Hotel Rockland
last night. He took as his subject
“Diseases Caused by Vitamin Deficiences.” Meetings of the club
will be held in the future at the
Hotel Rockland at the usual time
on Monday nights.

WE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE
patriotic organizations

—By Staff Photographer.
The men who were aboard the first plane to land at the new airport in Ash Point Sunday afternoon, and
Mayor Edward R. Veazie, who was on hand to greet them. Left to right: Adriel U. Bird of Boston and Rock
land, Mayor Edward R. Veazie, John C. Fitzgerald ot Portland, W.P.A. Administrator for Maine; and William
Doe of Boston, business partner of Mr. Bird.
The first plane to make a landing-’, business associate, William Doe of the planning and work that had to
at the Rockland Airport at Ash i Boston, and Mr. Fitzgerald. The be come before W.P.A. was given the
Point set its wheel on the north plane made a short stay and then go ahead signal for actual construc
east-southwest runway at 2.28 Sun departed at 250 p. m. to take Mr. tion one year ago.
What was a huge area of brush,
day afternoon, rushed half the Fitzgerald to Portland, and to con
swamp
land, scrub timber and
length of the 3000 foot runway, tinue on to Boston. Mr. Bird and
j some heavy growth woods is now
turned and taxied back lo the point Mr. Doe remained in Rockland.
where the airport loading area will Only a small group of officials and! rapidly nearing the point where
newspaper men met the big ship as ' it will be one of the best airports
be when the port Ls completed.
The ship was the huge twin-mo the time of arrival was not de-, in New England,
tored Beechcraft owned by Adriel termined until noon Sunday. Mayor, Two of the runways have been
U. Bird of Rockland and Boston! Edward R. Veazie greeted the pas- brought to top grade and are
and piloted by Charles Cowan of j sengers as they alighted and posed nearly ready for the hard surface
for pictures with them.x Others at as soon as the weather permits.
Boston.
The third runway is expected to
The trip had been made from the the field were Mr. and Mrs. Richard
East Boston Airport in a matter of P. Bird, Supt. and Mrs. William E. be ready as soon as the frost is
55 minutes with a stop at Portland Bramhall and Lieut. (J.G.) P. J out of the ground.
Two of the runways will be ex
to take on a third passenger, Jonn Wilson, US.N.R.
This
event
was
the
realization
of
tended from their present 3200
C. Fitzgerald. W.P.A. administrator
for Maine, who has been particu- what has been ceaseless effort on feet to atleast 4000 feet, in fact,
larly interested in the development the part of Mayor Veazie for the the” work has already started on
of the Ash Point fleld.
j past two or more years from the first clearing the brush for the extenMr. Bird was accompanied by his ] day that the port was proposed and sion.

Wanted, A Berth

! Huge Buildings Down

Stamps And Bonds

Meantime Steamer North And Tillson Wharf Presents Knox County Is Planning
Haven Is Docking At the
a Strange and Weird
To Make a Swift
O’Hara Wharf
!
Appearance
Campaign
The steamer North Haven of the
Vinalhaven & Rockland Steam
boat Company docked this morn
ing for the first time at the O’Hara
property on the south side of Till
son Wharf, having been forced to
vacate her former berth on the
north side of the wharf yesterday
afternoon as the building was be
ing taken down around their ears
as they-moved.
.This berth is but a temporary
location as the line has been un
able to rent permanent space at
this dock and is now hunting an
other location. The loading of
freight and passengers will be over
the dock usually occupied by the
Coast Guard cutter, Kickapoo.
However, should the Kickapoo, re
turn overnight, the North Haven
would have to move ahead and
lay beyond the Matinicus Lob
ster Co. buildings, or find another
wharf in a hurry.
To say the least, things are un
settled with the steamer line at
this time. Camden is said to be
clamoring fdf the steamer to berth
there, while the line is doing its
best to hold the craft here and
keep the several thousands of dol
lars they bring in from the islands.
They have no slip at their tem
porary location so that the trans
portation of heavy freight and
cars is an impossibility until such
time as a dock is found on which
a slip can be erected.

Tillson Wharf this morning,
presents a curious and desolate
appearance. The huge freight
sheds and passenger section which
were once the largest structures
on the Rockland waterfront are
completely down. All that remain
are a few piles of wreckage which
are rapidly being hauled away.
Work has been started on the
section, once occupied by the
Vinalhaveni & Rockland Steam
boat Company, and that wing is
expected to be down by Thursday
night. Work progressed so rapidly
yesterday under Supt. Perkins that
the offices of the steamer line had
hardly been vacated before the
WTeckers were at work, coming
down through the offlce ceiling,
having demolished the second story
during the morning.
The rubbish is being deposited
on Crockett's Point where the lum
ber will be used for fuel for the
city poor, having been given for
that purpose by the firms of Stew
art & Williams and Wyman & Fos
ter. What heavy timbers that were
in good condition have been saved
and will be used in the new con
struction.

Forty-one persons from all cor
ners of Knox County gathered at
the Community Building Sunday
to outline work for the Defense
Bonds and Stamps committee,
that they might carry the cam
paign to a swift and successful
conclusion.
Mrs. Clinton Stevens of Port
land, vice chairman of the woman’s
division of the State said: “We
have got to win and win fast,”
she said, “and our division must
show the men what we can do.”
Dr. Clinton Clauson, State ad
ministrator; Ernest Wellman, dep
uty
state administrator; and
Robert Crocker, associate adminis
trator. spoke in no uncertain terms
of this gigantic undertaking.
We are saving for our future and
not giving anything to our gov
ernments when we buy bonds. We
are just making loans and incidently making secure our future.
The government doesn’t want us
to rush to the banks and take our
money but are asking that we use
our current money, whatever we
can save, once a week, once in two
weeks, once a month or whenever
we can do it so long as it is regu
lar saving.
One suggestion was to buy
stamps and keep them on sale in
clubs and other organizations at
all times.
In the schools of Rockland the
children have bought on an aver
age of 200 stamps a week and sur
rounding towns are doing equally
as well. Sales, all over the country
more than doubled following the
attack on Pearl Harbor. Knox
County has bought to date to the
extent of $8 per capita. Maine
stands fifth in line in buying in
the country. We should try to
boost this a bit as an example,
for the old tradition says, “As
Maine goes so goes the Nation.’’
We must be ready to shoulder
more and more taxes or buy more
and more bonds and stamps regu
larly. As Dr. Clauson expressed it:
“The more bonds we buy the long
er we can exist. There will be no
second prize in this war. It must
be the first prize or it will be juot
too bad for us.”
Dr. Clauson very generously
complimented the women for do
ing a much better job than the
men.
K, Vice Chairman Defense
Bonds and Stamps.

Deputy Marshal Almon P. Rich
ardson expects to start classes for
the auxiliary police force some
time the latter part of the week.
Mr. Richardson recently attended
a school in Augusta conducted by
the F.B.I. covering wartime serv
ice of the police forces and is pre
pared to build an auxiliary force
of at least 35 men who will be
trained in all departments of police
procedure.

Ma Belle beauty shop has re
Robert P. Russell enlisted yester
opened after being entirely redeco day in the Quartermaster Corps.
rated.
U. S. Army, and left Augusta on
the 3 p. m. train for Camp Lee,
The Girl Sccut meeting will not Va. where he will receive recruit
be held Wednesday night. The date training.
There will be all day relief sew
will be announced.
ing
in the Congregational vestry
Universalist women will meet for
Mrs. Bertrand A. Bass, formerly Red Cross sewing in the church par Wednesday from 10 to 5. All ladies
are invited.
of this city, fell down stairs recently lor Wednesday at 2 p. m.
at her home in Springfield, Mass.,
and fractured a rib.

WEWfEEfBEH. sow the

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO IM

'blue coal* tf$<X /S THE
E*sy noty to HEAryoi/E ho/he

TUES.-WED.. MARCH 3-4
LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

“DR. KILDARE’S

FUNERAL HOME

•••

VICTORY”

Ambulance Serrloa

RUSSELL

me or 781-1 or 781-11

FUNERAL HOME
• CLABKHONT BT,
TEL. Ot
BOCKLAND, UK.

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 5-6
GRACIE ALLEN

“MR. AND MRS. NORTH”
with

William Post, Jr., Felix Bressart
Virginia Grey

Three

A department devoted to news items concerning these

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at $-30
Sunday at 3

Given Away—Dinner and $2—1 each,
Six Novelty Prizes Given Away
*
27*lt

Ejular

OW Age Insurance

Page

In This District 406 Persons,
65 Or Over, Received
$8683

IB nJJ
Karel) 5
Appleton
Minstrel Show
.. Community hall.
March 8 Knox County Ministers’
Jeting at Rockport Baptist Church.
March 9 Cushing—Town meeting.
March 9
Camden—Town meeting
.' opera House.
"March 9 Waldoboro Town meeting.
March ie Opening of New 'England
onrlnx Flower Show ln Boston.
jj,rrh 17 St. Patrick’s Day.
March 17- New draft lottery at
Washington, D. C.
March 17—St. Patricks Day con.prt at High School auditorium by
et Bernard’s Choir.
March 20
Woman’s Educational.
Cub meets at O.A.R. hall.
•larch 21 Spring begins.
March 27 Warren Compdy "Gang,c, for Oracle." auspices Baptist
ladies Auxiliary at Town hall
March 29 Palm Sunday
M ch 30 — Impersonations from
«ckens' David Copperfleld" by Paul
ine Graham Talbot at Universalist
ypstrV.
March 30 —Washington— Sophomore
class play. ‘ Don’t Darken My Doors."

X
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• saves
.

trouble

PROTECTS HEALTH
SAVES MONEY

II

Red Cross sewing at Methodist
Church this afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Wednesday evening at 6 circle sup
per at Methodist Church, Mre.
Laura Buswell, chairman, followed
by monthly meeting of Woman's
Society.

US TODAY I

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
Phone 72

lb»th«D.L.aW Coal Co.

Card

TUNE IN ON "THF SHADOW ' EVERT SUNDAY AFTERNOON

party

Thursday at 8
1

at

adv.

I OO F.

hall
27-28

In a recent report to Mrs. Hora
tio Cowan, county chairman, from
Mrs. Donald Payson, state chair
man, the county of Knox shows
that only 7% percent of its popu
lation has registered for Civilian
Defense. This places the county
at almost the end of the list with
Hancock county at the top with
31 percent. Six towns in the
county have reported that they
have citizens ln training with a
few who have completed some
classes.
The membership in the Motor
Corps in Knox County must be in
creased. A new list of candidates
should be enrolled by March 15.
Candidates must be between 15
and 50 years of age. hold drivers
certificates and be of the teachable
type required for responsible work.
It is desirable that each should
have the use of a car. Please give
your names to the local sponsor of
Civilian Defense, in your town or
city to the Motor Corps Lieuten
ant, or to Miss Helen Coltart,
Rockland. Candidates who have

taken First Aid are that nmeh
ahead In their training. The Motor
Corps has a vital place in Medi
cal Aid plans. If it Ls not large
enough, or not efficient, caring lor
disaster victims will be seriously
handicapped.
John Pomeroy will hokl a class
in Chemical Warfare at Com
munity Building Wednesday night
at 7.30. This is the second ses
sion of the present course. There
are several who attended the last
class who did not come to the
first session. They may come this
Wednesday evening and finish the
course. There seems to be some
misunderstanding regarding thp
examinations. The members do
not take the examination in the
class room but are allowed to take
them home and turn them in at
a later date. The purpose of the
examination is not so much as fcr
rank as it is to see lf those taking
the course have a knowledge of
chemical warfare sufficient enough
to protect themselves and aid
others.

Mrs. Ada Payson was hostess to
the Relief Corps beano party Thurs
day and Mrs. Mae Cross wa.s chair
man of the supper. The regular
meeting was most important. The
sum of 810 was donated to the Red
Cross fund. It was also voted to
hold its annual Past Presidents’
night in April with Mrs. Clara Cur
tis as presiding president. A scotch
auction was the cause of much mer
riment at recess, Mrs. Ada Payson
being the winner. The Corps is also
invited to attend a defense picture
shown Monday night at the Legion
hall at 7.30; all members are in
vited. Mrs. Millie Thomas read sev
eral patriotic questions from Mrs.
Eliza Plummer. Mrs. Ada Payson
will be chairman of the next supper
and Mrs. Thomas will be hostess to
the next beano party.

Wesley Rider, who has been as
sistant manager of the Arincur
Beef Co.’s office in this city for sev
eral years has been transferred to
Calais, as manager tf the branch
office. There he was joined last
week by his wife Mary Veazie Rider,
who has been clerk hi tiie Knox
Registry of Probate during her
father’s incumbency there. Regret
of her Court House associates found
expression in a little surprise party
at which appropriate and humor
ous sentiments uttered by Deputy
Sheriff Robert A. Webster wero
supplemented by a cssh gift. Mrs.
Rider has proven an adept at the
work to which she was assigned, and
every portion of the office will join
in her associates’ regret over her
departure. She is succeeded tem
porarily by Mrs. Berla Wixson.

The management of the Park
Theatre takes pleasure in announc
ing the Smilin’ Bill Waters and his
Hillbilly troupe direct from station
WHEB at Portsmouth, N. H. will
be on the stage Monday, March 9
for three shows. On the screen will
appear “The Mad Doctor of Market
Street” with Lionel Atwlll, Una
Merkel and Nat Pendleton. There
will be no advance ln prices.

Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
meet Wednesday night. Bus ness
meeting follows the regular supper
which will.be served at 6 with Mrs.
Ellie Knowlton a.s chairman.

J. E. Hayes' crew of the New
England Telephone & Telegraph
Company, Rockland office, yesterday
completed the installation of the
telephone system in the air raid
precautions center and connected
the center with the 'police station.
The telephones in the station are
located in the office on the cell
block level and will also be connected
with the regular office on the first
floor of the building.
Rev. Roy Welker, pastor of the
Congregational Church, will be guest
speaker at the Lions meeting to
morrow.

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8%xll
Yellow Second
Sheets
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for sehool—for typewriter.

Only 45c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages
Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BUY
UNITED

STATES
DEFENSE

I

/bonds
STAMPS

WAR NEEDS MONEY I
Jf will cost money to defeat our enemy aggressors.
Vour government calls on you to help now.

Buy Defense Bonds or Stamps today.
Make every
pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay-roll Sav
ings Plan.

Bonds oost $18.75 and up.

Stamps are 10{, 25t and up.

The help of every individual is needed.
Do your part by buying your share every pay day.

E very-Other-Dby
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Perkins, Mrs. Maurice Hahn, Mrs.
Boyntcn Maxey, and Mrs. Alvah
Simmons.
November Mrs. Fred Campbell,
ft ft ft ft
Miss
M. Grace Walker, Mrs. George
MRS LOUISE MHJJ»
ALENA L. STARRETT
Walker
Miss Eda St. Clair, and Mrs.
Oorrespondent
Correspondent
Ira
Perry.
December, Mrs. Cor
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
nelius
Overlcck
Mrs. Edwin Beggs,
Tel. 27
Tel. 4»
Mrs. Willard Boggs, Mrs. Lillian
Miss Edna Young is visiting rela-Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beane, and Shaw and Mrs. Alice Mathews
tives in Framingham. Mass.
son Elden, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. CarDRAPERIES
Miss Virginia Soule, who is em roll of this town, and Mrs. Lizzie
CUSHING
ployed in Brunswick spent Sunday Hoffses of Thomaston attended a
June Payson of Boston has been
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Les birthday party given Thursday night guest this week of Thelma and
M'i
a
PAIR
lie Soule.
for Dennis Carroll at his home Janet Wales, and with them has
Mrs. Annie Vannah of Nobleboro in Rockland. Refrehments were been enjoying the skiing and other
■EABY TO HANG
was guest Sunday of Mrs. Dcra H. served, including a birthday cake sports at the Snow Bowl, Camden.
A Sensational Develop
Yorke.
made by Mrs. Carroll. Mr. Carroll
ment in draperies at a
Roland Prior and family have
dJ Price everyone can afford
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Anderson Jr. received many gifts and cards.
returned from Washington, where
of Portland spent the week-end
Haad««M« Multi-eeler
A young people’s music club has they were guests of her parents
with his father Joel Anderson.
neral pattern* that give
been formed with the following of for a few weeks.
Everett Welt of Boston visited ficers elected at a Thursday evening
Dora St. Clair of Owls Head is
•harm at eestly fabric
over the week-end with his parents. violin rehearsal held at the home
draparfac.
visiting
her
sister
Mrs.
Maynard
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
'll!
of Mrs. Ethel Griffin, president, Lois
Made treat a new, pressed,
Miss Sara Ashworth and Charles Norwood; vice president, Alice Marie McCartney for a few days.
weed ccllaleae material
Mrs. S. H. Olson is guest of rela
that drapes beautifully.
Ashworth have returned to St. Griffin; secretary, Faye Martin;
They're aaa-tadlng and
Johnsbury, Vt. after visiting for a treasurer. Martha Griffin; coun tives in Boston and vicinity for an
wrtnklepreof, wonderful
week with their parents. Dr. and selor, Mrs. Roland Berry. Other indefinite stay.
to leek at, and Instantly
Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Town Meeting is scheduled for
committees will be chosen as need
cleaned with a damp cloth.
Funeral services fcr Ormond Lud ed. The group voted to meet Wed March 9. A public dinner will be
Two aad eae halt yards
leap. Shaped tie-backs.
wig, a former resident of this town, nesday evening at 7 o’clcck served by the Ladies Aid.
Six papalar background
’will be held Tuesday at 2.30 o’clock sharp, at the home of Mrs. Berry,
Mrs. Kendall Orff is gaining at
at the Hassner Funeral Parlors. Mr. with Willis Berry as chairman, and the Osteopathic Hospital, Port
Ludwig died Saturday at the home Lillian Durrell and Ruth Pease as land.
Renew Your Dra
peries
Twice Each
of his daughter, Mrs. James F. Ma hostesses.
Mrs. Clyde Maloney accompanied
Year at Less Than
guire in New Rochelle, N. Y. The
Tiie class in nutrition will open Mr. Maloney to Boston recently.
Dry Cleaning Cost.
body will be placed in the German Thursday evening at the village She is visiting his uncle Fred Ma
Tomb.
school with Mss Barbara Orff of loney, in Brighten, Mass. Mr.
The Baptist Woman’s Missionary Rockland as instructor.
Maloney is training at Marine
Society met Friday with Mrs. H. P.
Base
in East Boston.
The opening class in first aid for
Mason. A playlet “It Will Be a
Women's Civilian Defense Corps
Grand Idea” was given by Mrs. Rob special wartime deputies, and men meets at town hall, March 11 at
air raid wardens, will be held to
ert Sheaff, Mrs. Harold Perry, Mrs.,
night with Miss Jane Miller of 1.30. It is desired that all the wo
Garland Day, Mrs. A. D. Gray and
men of the town make an effort
Thomaston, as instructor.
Mrs. Mason. Readings on “Women
Notice Regarding Deliveries: In view of the tire situation we
Girls of the Anna Foster Guild to attend, especially those with
of the Bible—Lydia and Dorcas”
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with you when possible!
children
attending
school.
The
a No deliveries on sales under $1.00.
were given by Miss Clara Gay and will meet this afternoon after school committees will give an outline of
Miss Dora Gay.
Refreshments at the home of the counselor, Mrs. the work which has been done to
’/I
were served by the hostesses Mrs. Alice Wotton.
diate.
Ba
Mason, Mrs. Gray and Miss Eugenia The Baptist Church School Coun
Douglas Crute has employment
cil met last evening with Mrs. Ches at the Thorndike hotel, Rockland,
“Please!” Joan cried, exasperated ‘Is there any good reason why Keene.
I shouldn’t work for Karl?”
ter Wyllie.
as bell boy.
Harrington-Creamer
working for Karl, either?”
On deck she followed Karl up a
The meeting of the Warren Wo
Several people from Warren
“Please!” Joan cried, exasperat narrow staircase to the captain's Miss Dorothy Lucille Creamer, man's Club has been postponed
were
at their cottages Sunday at
ed. “Is there any good reason why quarters.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton from Thursday night to Thursday
Peck's
Point. Friends of Mr. and
I shouldn't work for Karl? Do you
But though a lamp burned bright Creamer of this town and Merrill night March 12, in order to secure
know something against him?”
Mr.s. Donald Knapp, Brooklyn. N.
ly in the cabin, there was no sign of Starr Harrington, son cf William
the services of Dana M. Cotton.
Paul stared into the fire but he the captain. Joan was intrigued by
A.
Harrington
of
South
Portland
|
(jhector
of Vocation Guidance of the Y. are sorry to learn that they
was silent.
the round wooden table, the small
“Then you don’t know anything?” desk, the faded curtains that in were married Saturday night at j gtate Department of Education, as both are in ill health, she being
Joan continued.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William, gp^^g,. fOr this March meeting, in a hospital there for a surgical
adequately draped the portholes.
Paul tossed his cigarette into the
“Isn't anyone on board?” she H. Brown in Portland. Rev. William' which will be a Parent-Teacher operation.
Mrs. Alan Cogan with her three
flames. “Okay, Joan. You win. I asked, drawing closer to Karl.
R. Wright, pastor cf Thornton meeting.
can’t say any more. But remem
“There are a couple of sailors be Heights Methodist Church officiated.
daughters, Jill, Annette, and Rae
Subject of the mid-week service
ber this. Watch your step! Will low. I saw them as we came uu
The bride is a graduate of Waldo Wednesday evening at the Baptist of Warren were recent guests of
you?”
We’ll wait here a few minutes. Do
boro High School and of the State Church will be, “Some People Our her sister Mrs. Lora Olson and
you mind?”
“Thanks for the advice.”
Street Hospital Schcol of Nursing Church Could Not Do Without” family.
“No. It's fun!”
“It’s for your own good,” Paul
Word has been received from
Karl walked to the table, poured and has been engaged in private
Sherman said, picking up his hat.
The Baptist Men’s Forum will
Sarasota, Fla. announcing the mar
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
“JIow about that date tomorrow some whiskey out of an old-fashioned duty nursing in Portland.
meet Thurday night, with supper
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 rents. Additional
crystal decanter, and quickly
night?”
Mr. Harrington is connected with at 6.30 followed by the Colby Col riage of Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
Joan smiled faintly. “Don't you downed it.
the accounting department of the lege movies of the state series of formerly of this town and William
small
words to a lipe.
“
This
ship
has
been
to
South
ever give up? I told you—I couldn’t
Bitters of Chicago and Sarasota.
Boston and Maine Railroad. They football games, to be shown.
America,
all
through
the
West
In

go.”
Congratulations.
I will reside in Portland.
Special Notice: All "blind ads” so called I. e. advertise
Mrs. Seldon Robinson was guest
They stood at the door measur dies, even to Japan.”
Leon
Ames
is
in
Rockville,
Conn.,
ments
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier“How I’d love to go to some of
Saturday of her sister, Mrs. Nitia
ing each other with their eyes—
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
a
here
he
expects
to
have
future
those
places!
I
’
m
so
tired
of
living
Paul’s, a mask that told her noth
Copeland, Thomaston.
TENANT’S HARBOR
employment.
ing, Joan’s challenging him, defy such an ordinary life. Just eating
Mr.s. Henrietta French, who has
Day and night nurses are in at
Mildred Marshall is very ill at
ing him to speak one word against and sleeping and working day after
tendance at the home of John Wood been very ill for several weeks, is
day.”
Karl Miller.
this
writing, she is attended by
She moved her hands with an im who is ill with pneumonia. He better.
“I won’t bother you any more
Dr.
Benson
of this town.
YOUNG cow for sale. Just freshened
NOTICt Is hereby given of the loss
Word was received here Saturday
then,” Paul said quietly. “Good patient gesture. Her figure was is slowly improving.
MRS. HILMA MANNINEN. Long Cove of deposit book numbered 36376. and
The
night
of
March
6,
iRev.
H.
____________________________________ 27*29 the owner of said book asks for dupli
James Bald and Rev. and Mrs. P. from Niagara Falls, N. Y. qf the
straight and slender in its black wool
night.”
F. Leach of Thomaston is to be
cate in accordance with the nrov*«,r>n
FIVE
Jamesway
wood
burning of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
In the bedroom. Sybil was propped dress, her face pale ivory with its E. Miller motored Saturday to Pitts birth of a son that morning to Mr.
at
town
hall
at
7
o
’
clock
to
give
brooder stoves for sale; fair condition. INGS BANK. By Edward J. Heiurr.
up in her bed, wearing a blue satin eager mouth and flashing emerald field to call cn friends and to Milo and Mrs. Royden Aston (formerly
$5 each. LENA DAVIS. Friendship
Treas., Rockland. Me.. Feb 17, 1!M2
further
instructions
in
regard
to
bed jaoket, reading a magazine. eyes.
27*29
I to visit Rev. and Mils. Newell J. Miss Helene Boggs) daughter of Mr.
21‘T 27
Karl Miller caught his breath as i Smith. The latter were not at home and Mrs. Harold Boggs of this town. air raids it is hoped that all the i 1941 HUDSON for sale, good condl“Was that Karl?”
“No, Paul Sherman, giving me he looked at her.
good rubber. TEL. Waldoboro
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hahn and Mr selected wardens for this town . tion,
123 13._____________________________ 27*29
“I’d like to take you to South I much to the party’s disappointment.
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THE STORY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
■ecretary to Arthur Mulford, San Franclaco Importer, Is amazed and angry,
when he discharges her and refuses any
explanation. Her sister Sybil, with whom
•he shares an apartment, loses her beau
ty salon position the same day. Joan
1 accepts a position In a night club, as
secretary to handsome Karl Miller, who
pays her a high salary In advance and
gives the unusual hours as the reason.
He obtains a Job for Sybil and makes
love to Joan, who Is fascinated. Paul
Sherman, his manager, Interrupts them,
returns later tn invite Joan to dinner
with him. Joan meets Karl’s partner,
Eric Strom. Both Paul and Erie seek
to make dates with Joan. On one Sun
day, when Karl, Eric and Joan were
at dinner, Karl Is called to the tele
phone. He then asks Joan to come to the
office for some dictation. She writes
one short letter and Karl suggests she
go home in a taxi. While she is waiting,
Paul shows up in his car. She tells him
.she had forgotten her purse.
Now continue with the story.

I

CHAPTER V

j “I'll get it for you,” Pau! offered.
i “And let Karl know you're taking
me home? Oh no! I’ll go myself.”
Joan wondered why everything
Iseemed to interfere with her ro
mance with Karl. Both Paul and
iEric seemed bent on making trou
ble. But she could not be rude to
Paul. After all, Karl seemed to
like him.
The door of the club was unlocked
>as she slipped in and hurried down
the corridor. Afterwards she won
dered what instinct prompted her
to pause for a moment as she stood
•with her hand on the doorknob of
Ear, Miller’s office. The hall was
■dark, save for the crack of light
[beneath the door. An open window
beside her led to a fire escape,
where the rain fell noisily on the
jmetal balcony. Perhaps her hesi
tation was due to the fear that Karl
iwould be angry with her. Perhaps
the uneasy feeling that he might
'discover Paul was taking her home.
But Joan paused and her heart was
ibeating heavily.
It seemed a long time but in real
ity it was only a few seconds that
she stood there listening to Eric
Strom’s voice.
I “Ja, Karl! Bitte!”
; Karl’s reply was harsh, “Nein,
,Nein! Es ist verboten.”
Joan did not understand but In
stinctively her hand drew back from
the door. This was a private con
versation. Karl would not want her
to hear.
But her nervous gesture had made
a small sound, which Karl Miller’s
ear caught immediately.
He threw open the door with a vio
lent gesture. “Joan! What are you
doing?”
“I forgot my purse,” she faltered,
feeling Eric Strom's sardonic eyes
upon her.
Karl's relieved smile reassured
iher. “Of course! Here it is.”
Joan made a hasty exit, closing
the door quickly behind her, but as
she walked down the dark hall she
realized that she was shivering.
• • •
“What’s the matter?” Paul de
manded as Joan got in the car.
“You’re as white as a ghost.”
“Nothing!” But the girl's hands
Were clasped nervously. “Let’s go
home. Please!”
Joan tried to tell herself that noth
ing was wrong. Just because Karl
and Eric Strom had been speaking
in their native tongue was no cause
for alarm. But she found herself
saying to Paul, “Do you speak Ger
man?”
“So that's it! You overheard
Karl!”
“Vou haven’t answered my ques
tion.”
"And I am not going to,” Paul
said firmly as he stopped the car in
front of her apartment building.
“Do you mind if I come in for a min
ute?”
Joan was not very gracious about
it. She was tired and confused. The
•last thing she wanted was to be
(forced to listen to Paul’s subtle in
sinuations against Karl. Paul, how'ever, settled himself comfortably
(before the fire, lit a cigarette and
said, “Joan, why don’t you quit
working at the club?”
She stood before him, green eyes
narrowed with anger, her head high.
“I don't think it’s any of your busi
ness what I do or w’here I work.
I’m tired of your insinuations. If
you have anything against Karl Mil
ler, why don’t you come out and
say so? Why shouldn’t I work for
him?”
She threw her hat on the table
and smoothed her hair in front of
the mirror over the fireplace. Paul
rose and touched her arm.
“I’m sorry, Joan! I guess I used
the wrong approach. I suppose from
your point of view I’m meddling
where I have no right to.”
Their eyes met in the mirror. His
face was unsmiling, the brown eyes
serious. “You don’t seem like the
type of girl to be working for Karl
Miller. You don’t belong at the
Club Elite!”
“I'm sick of hearing everyone say
that I’m old enough to know what
I’m doing. I don't need, advice—
from anyone.”
“You are a very stubborn wom
an,” Paul laughed.
The room was cheerful in the fire
light. The polished brass shone and
a large blue bowl of chrysanthe
mums lent a gay note to the somber i
furnishings.
“Do you live here alone?”
“With my sister Sybil.”
'■ “And
she doesn't
approve
of your
*—.. .
....
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Ar. 2.45
19.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
k'ns.
111-tl
Mrs. Maud Anthony has employ
ment in Camden.

Vinalhaven Lions

was read by King Lion Joe, from
Bruce Grindle, now located in Ban
Make the Acquaintance Of gor, relative to some assistance
Brandon’s Educated Clams Bruce was giving in trying to get
some war industries for the townand Enjoy Mr. Valentine As
time was short, the usual space
The Vinalhaven Lions Club, not at was not devoted to business mat
all discouraged by the fact that they ters, but the club felt that it cculd
not adjourn without taking advan
were going to be served a shore d ntage of singing with the orchestra,
ner rather than the usual baked so several of the old favorites were
bean supper, gathered in force at dug up, dusted over, and then
Union Church vestry Thursday night polished off in a manner befitting
for one of the most successful their dignity and antiquity.
meet ngs of the Winter In addition
Following this all hands adjourned
to the siren call of the female lob to the vestry from where the speak
ster and the challenging roar of er of the evening, N. D. Valentine,
the buck clam there -were added at special agent of the Fe deral Bureau
tractions of a three-piece orchestra of Investigation, Boston, addressed
’ and the knowledge of a good speaker a public meeting. The nature of
, to fellow, so perhaps there were spe- Mr. Valentine's talk has been amply
cial reasons for the extra attendance, covered in the press of late, so lt
j But perhaps one cf the most po-' may suffice to say that his subject
tent reasons, although cne that was was “The F.B.I. In National
kept sub rosa. was the curiosity of Defense."
Mr. Valent ne’s original and hu
many of the members to see just
what kind of clams Lion George morous method of presentation of
Bragdon could and would produce the subject, along with the un
under the agreement he had previ doubted seriousness of his intent
ously entered into with the club, where he get down to serious busi
ness contributed to one of the most
j to dig them for the club supper.
interesting
speaking engagements
1 Somew’hat to the disappointment
I of those w'ho stand ready to believe ever presented before the Vinal
I the worst of a fellow’ Lion, Lion haven Club.
j George actually had the clams J The club is locking forward to a
i there, and through his knowledge of return engagement next Summer,
| the specie was able to call them all when Mr. Valentine has promised to
1 by the r first names and even had 1 spend a week of his vacation in
some trained to do little tricks, such Vinalhaven. and to subsist entirely
as squirting a tiny stream of water during that time on clams and
in some heckler’s eye, when they lobsters.
threatened to do Gecrge bodily I In addition to the orchestra, con
harm. One upstanding little fel- ( sisting of Jack CarLsen accordion,
low, with a large black head, had George White violin, Walter Inbeen taught to say Papa, and George gerson drums, there were as guests
maintained that if clams could be Principal Lawrence Bagley and John
taught all this in the few short Stordahl of Vinalhaven. The next
days that he had them in charge, meeting is scheduled for March 12.
it ought to be no time before they
Nine-tenths of all military ac
would be qualified to act as decoys,
and eventually take all the backache tivities are based upon visual ob
servations, according to the Bet
and hard labor out of clamming.
George’s plan for use of decoy ter Vision Institute.
clams were brought to a halt
through the untimely end cf his
pets, as the kitchen cooks, although
warned to look out for them could
not tell the educated ones from the
plain dumb kind and boiled them
all in the pot together. The cocks
report that they put up a stiff scrap,
however, and it is not to be doubted
ln the least as they were all gritty
little fellows.
King Lion Joe Headley called the
meeting to order at 6.30 and af*nr
due process of gastronomy. Lion
Clyde Bickford’s lobsters and L on
Come on, sarge, be a sport! Pvt. Jones
isn’t loafing. He’s simply discovered a
George Bragdon’s clams went the
fresh chocolate cake made with Rum
way all little fish go in the presence
ford Baking Powder. Can tell because
it looks light, looks round and deli
of big fish.
cious. looks worth going after! FREE:
Lions Peterson and Glidden made
NEW booklet, containing dozens of
bright ideas to improve your baking.
brief reports on the steamboat situ
Address: Rumford Baking Powder,
ation- and the scrap and salvage
Box B, Rumford, Rhode Island.
project, respectively, and a letter

Private Jones

Ni>T1CB Is hereby given of the loss
book numbered 36376. a'nd

ie win r of said book asks for dupli
tr in accordance with the neoviinnn

the State Law
ROCKLAND SAVIOS RANK By Edward J Henier,
•e..
Rockland. Me.. Feb 17. 19*2.

21’T 27

READY TO GUARD AND DEFEND IT!

TO LET
HOUSE to let nt 28 Elm St., all new
Lth. Inquire 24 Elm St.. TEL 519-1
27*29
NICELY liirnl hed betted retonis to
< lent'r;,ten preferred Reference
EI 12.2 W
27-29

3 Room unfurnished apt to let.
ith. un porch; aim 5-room tinfurhe I apt . reutraUv located, at 6
i",,t_Ave TEL. 1397 R
27*29

ROOM unfurnished, heated aivarteut to let at 26 Talbot Ave. C F
7OW. Tel 158
26-31
FURNISHED apt to let at. 23 E'rank
St„ tri floor 1 rooms, toilet. MRS
M OSIER Rt 2. Waterville. Me

a’ Owl
"ad. price according to size of (ania'nd tune occupied ROSE HILL
Tbl 292-R after 6 p m.
24-29
let

HIGH St
30 — Brand new heated
tart ment-. strict ly modern.
three
oms. bath, electric stoves and reIgeraJors.
MRS JOSEPH DONDIS.
38-M 69 Beech St.
14-tf

'.if *'

W

WANTED
rite

woman

housework.

o

C."

ln

for

family,

s"

care Courier-Gazette
_________ ______ 28-30

A Ford c“r wanted ROCK\ND RADIATOR WORKS Tel. 917 M
____________ _______________ 27*29
GIRL or weman wanted for geoal housework TEL
691-W
"
_______________
27_tf
EXPERIENCED poultry man wishes
ork Pitj-e state particulars In letr. hrs. wage-, etc. Write "A B. C."
tr<- thi piper
27 it
ONE or two men wanted to go Into
imp and ,-ut « -al ARTHUR DEAN.
iitnden. Tel, 8715
27-29
rwo men wanted to cut pine lum“r. also wood choppers K W DEAN.
’Uth Hope
27*32
'1 AR i business, your own home.
'lung complete Mary Ktiui Line CosInstructions giiwn
Liberal
investment Write MISS
i KE. Box_367 C. News rk. N. J. 27*29
SEt OND hand chronometers and
■xt mts wanted Will call Write P O

x 725 _R<>ck!and.

26*28

■

'--VK.i

“God grants liberty only to those who love it,
and arc always ready to guard and defend it.. •
*

Liberty is something that we give

Press of a Free America are as much

We’re apt to

guardians of our Liberty as are those

We often

boys who are training for the guardian
ship of It in camps throughout our
country.

too little thought to.

take Liberty for granted.

forget that the privilege of reading

and writing and saying and thinking
and doing as we please is a God-given

right—one that is ineffably valuable-

mi y or with old people, as helper
otmpanlon Good references. MRS.

ready to guard and defend.

would

like

position

ln

small

STEVENS. 26 Phllbrick Ave, Cltv
Piea-ant Point.
25*27

SECOND hand woven sheen fence
anted, in good condition Will buy
w young reg or grade Hampshire
jeep
ROSE HILL FARM. Tel. 292-R
Iter 6 p m.
24-29
EXPERIENCED knitters wanted on
Ip nets. MRS CARRIE E CLEMENTS.

22*27

ark Harbor, Tel. 108-4,
*’URNITURB wanted
delivered.

to

upholster.

T. J?

«}, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W.

lUBf-

13-tf

wliimftH'Al bane eflecl.

SWAN’S ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Higgins
have employment in Rockland.
David, son of iRev. and Mrs. Cart
Hall observed his fifth birthday
Thursday by having a party. Re
freshments were served and he
received many nice gifts. Those
present were Carlyn Kent. Margo
Snell, Steveie Joyce,
Randall
White, Marilyn White, Dorothy
LeMoine, Evangline Lunt and Loritta Lunt.
Mrs. Flora Smith fell down
stairs Friday night and sprained
her left wrist badly.
Mr and .Mrs. William J. Freethy
left Friday for two weeks vacation
in Rockland and Boston.
Mrs. Jchn Kent has returned
heme alter spending a few months
with her daughter Mrs. Ethel
Lyddie in Rockland.

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. W C. Leavitt has been re
cent guest at the homes of her son
and daughter at Marblehead, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond and
daughter and Mrs. Carrie Nichols
of Rockland w’ere recent callers
at C. J. Copeland's.
Miss Kathryn Maxey was given
a handkerchief shower Thursday
night at the meeting of Good Will
Grange. Miss Maxey went Sunday
to Rcckland1 where she enters Knox
Hospital School of Nursing.
Mrs. Mabel Maskell of Dorches
ter and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McGrogh of Roxbury have been re
cent guests of the former's mother
Mrs. Mary Libby.

53
57
64
04
88

$793,464
1941
$41,381
198.035
40.199
250.000
265.818

83
63
36
74
OO
10

CENTRAL SURETY AND INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Real Estate,
$106 063 35
Mortgage Loans.
50.366 89
Collateral Loans.
5.000 00
Stocks and Bonds.
6 668 059 74
Cash in Office and Bank.
1.499.681 91
Agents’ Balances.
1,198 376 33
Interest and Rents.
55.528 67
All other Assets,
35.907 24
Gross Assets.
$9,616,984 11
Deduct items not admitted. 18.684 00

USED -tudio couch want^d. clean,
t good condition
TEL 626 or 192
tl" ■ is St city
25*27
HOUSEKEEPER — Middle aged woan

1

1

wanted

Four

PLATINUM
GIRL.
Pulchritude
radiates from Marion Martin, this
RKO Radio actress now playing an
important role in “Powder I own.
For special evening occasions the
beauteous actress wears her famous
platinum
tresses
swept
upward.
Ever-so-soft curls crown her head,
a few of them falling forward in

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$795,464 83
E. C. MORAN COMPANY. Inc.
State Agents
Rockland. Me
24-T-3O

[ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St., Tel
9 W FLORA COLLINS.
15-tf

■o/'fal

Monhegan Folks Miss An*
other Neighbor and Friend
—An Eloquent Tribute

Admitted.
LIABILITIES, DEC 31.
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities

APARTMENT of 1 unfurnished rooms
let. with hath Inquire at 12 Knox
TEL. 156-W
21-tf

MIDDLE aged

HOLLYWOOD

Oross Assets,
$796,094 66
Deduct Items not admitted.
629 83

2«*:’K

______

to

one that we should love and be always

The Courier-Gazette and the Free

As long as America's Newspapers
print the words and thoughts of
America's free people, just so long will
America’s people be free. Your news
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
guard and defend it.

THE AMERICAN PRESS STANDS FOUR-SQUARE

STONINGTON

Nave Said Goodbye

CENTRAL SURETY EIRE
CORPORATION
Kansas City, Missouri.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds,
$681,626
Cash in Office and Bank.
36.775
Agents’ Balances,
69.333
Interest and Rents.
8,652
All other Assets.
706

HI RNISHM) 4-reoin apartment tn
at 17 Or< 'e st. TEL 730 or Inquire
163 Main St
27-29

'■I r,-\'p.;|nouse

Page Five
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Admitted,
$9,598,300
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$3,153,972
Unearned Premiums.
2.358.910
All other Liabilities.
715 502
Cash Capital.
1 000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.369.914

11
87
43
12
00
69

Total Liabilities and
$9,598,300 11
Surplus.
E C. MORAN COMPANY. Inc.,
State Agents
Rockland. Me.
24-T-3O

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1941
Stocks and Bonds.
$2,951,245 07
Cash ln Office and Bank. 1.628.041 67
277.098 36
Agents' Balances.
4.490 96
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
10.004 13
All other Assets.
3.401 27
$4,874 281 46
Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admitted. 353.246 97
$4,521,034
Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DBC. 31. 1941
$82,329
Net Unpaid Losses.
617.851
Unearned Premiums.
241.350
All other Liabilities,
1.000 000
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities 2.579,004
Total Liabilities and

Surplus.

4D
11
14
00
00
24

$4,521,034 49

STAR-L1TES
»♦♦>

(By Chuck Cochard)
Residents of Monhegan have said
good-bye to another friend and
Dorothy lamour sold more than
neighbor, George Smith Sr. Words
$25.000
000 in defense bonds on her
are meaningless when used to tell
recent
four-weeks trip in the East.
of this man's character. His life
Deanna
Durbin is singing for sol
was filled with joy. and faith, in
diers
on
a tour of Eastern camps.
anticipation of a better world to
Joe
E.
Brown
is out on tour of
come.
Mr. Smith's .father, Nathaniel, camps. Joan Crawford Ls giving en
was bom in Nova Scotia. His par tire receipts from her current pic
ents moved to Old Town, and it ture to Red Cross and war chari
was there that he met his bride ties. Judj’ Garland and Judy Can
Here a son was born and they ova have just returned frem East
named him George. A few years ern* trips, singing for soldiers and
later Nathaniel returned to his old selling bonds. Edward G. Robin
home, and for many years father son is touring East selling bonds.
and son manufactured medicine Kay Kyser and his group are get
and essence; traveling by horse and ting ready to visit 50 Army camps
buggy over long, lonely roads selling and give them a complete show.
their prcducts, the father preaching Al Jolson, Mickey Rooney. Rosthe Advent faith. George's father imd Russell. Linda Darnell, Mitzi
was known as the “blind preacher”. Green, Phyllis Brocks and Regin
In those days this religion was ald Gardiner have worked hard
locked upon with suspicion in this to entertain our men in uniform.
locality. They met with many hard We bring this to light only to
ships but. undaunted, Nathaniel show the public that the industry
continued preaching; later return is doing its part along with every
ing to Maine and organizing the one else to Win The War.
• • • •
first Advent church in Jonesport.
William Lundigan will be movieThe son George came to Mon
land
’s newest male star of the
hegan May 7, 1876. at the age of
year
—
watch his smoke. Mary Mar
21. For a few years he worked for
tin's
r.ew shert-haired "Victory
William Sterling as clerk in a
Bob
”
should
sw’eep the country—
grocery store, and performing
inspired
ty
need
of girl factory
various other chores. He married
workers
for
a
practical
hair do.
Sarah Sterling Humphrey and, five
The
motion
picture
industry
has
children were born—Otis, Olive,
raised over $490,000 for the Red
Ada, Jeannie and George Jr.
Mr. Smith accepted the Bible as Cross drive here and expects to
his guide early in life. Many turned top a half-a-million before it con
to him for comfort and advice cludes.
• • • •
when dear ones had gone. He filled
Bob Hope’s over - burdnened
the professional calling of both
schedule of appearances for war
minister and undertaker. Though
benefits and army camps is be
not ordained, he conducted ser
ginning to affect his health. Babe
vices and, could do so without the
Ruth will play himself in "Pride
1 aid of the Bible, as he had memo
rized the contents of this Book. He
could quote from any chapter cr and Mrs. Robert Lewis, John Field.
verse in the Bible. At the age of Mr. and Mrs George Brackett, Jen
22 years he preached his first nie Cook, Sanford Sterling. Mr. and
Mrs. Irving Stanley, Frank Winca
funeral sermon for Robert Davis,
paw and his daughters, Mattie and
my great-grandfather.
Florence, Mr. and Mrs. Bainbridge
In 1917 a dreaded affliction came
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Pierce,
upon this man—blindness. The
Susie Pierce, Hiram Cazallis and his
sunshine was not so bright; only
wife Nettie. Archie Brcwn Charles
large objects were discernable; Davis, Mansfield, and Fairfield
this continued for several years Davis, George Green, Daniel Ste
then, total b'indness came. Yet he
vens, Edward Brackett, Elnora Brac
kept his faith, walking in darkness kett, E la Pierce, Wilham Orne, An
along roads he had once enjoyed drew Peterson, Madeline Davis,
seeing. Talking with friends and Marie Wincapaw. Lucy Woodward
remembering their voices until one and Mr. and Mrs. George Smith.
had only to say, hello, Mr. Smith!
These arc the people I have*
He would reply by calling their known since 1911—people of Mon
name.
hegan. Though some belonged in
As years advanced deafness was other towns, to me they are .still a
added to this other burden. But part of the Island And there doesn't
even then he was the same believing seem to be anyone filling their
person; cheerful, and ready to serve.
places.
During an eventful life he served
The old Monhegan people were
many times on the jury at Wis the foundation of the church. The
casset and. filled many a town office doors were not closed when they
here cn the Island. He enjoyed at were here. Sometimes I wonder, are
tending services in the little church, we going forward or backward? Are
listening to the old hymns, and these old folk—the people who some
singing them at home. I have look upon as having cld-fashicned
passed his house at night and heard ideas—taking the Christian Faith
him singing—alone and blind, yet with them?
he could sing. For many years a
I m!fs these people, and I -shall
Christmas concert was not com miss the friend just gone One of
plete without an epening prayer his favorite hymns, and I feel is a
made by Mr. Smith.
choice of many was: "When peace
His blindness did not prevent him like a river attendeth my way.
from gardening. Many years he When sorrows like sea-billows roll.
had planted a vegetable garden for What-ever my lot. Thou hast taught
the Cabots—Summer visitors of me to say: It is well, it Ls well with
New Jersey. Only last Summer he my soul. And, Lord, haste the day
planted a flower garden, and though when the faith shall be sight. The
the weeds tried to choke the blos clouds be rolled back as a scroll,
soms, they survived. If one looks Tlie trump shall re-sound. And the
for flowers they will not see the Lord shall descend.—"Even so”- it
weeds! He was planning a garden Ls well with my soul.”—By Josehpine
fcr next Spring and had engaged A. Townsend.
dahlia bulbs from my mother. Still
determined that he would not be
idle.
Another feat performed, which
would not have been easy for a per
son able to see their way, was
gathering driftwcod at Lobster Cove.
It is some distance from his home
and a rocky, uneven path all the
way. With the aid of a long line—
Enjoy the splendor of blue
one end tied securely at the top of
•ties end turn mer tees—in
the hill and the other end at the
your own Amerieen tropics.
foot—he guided his steps back and
El Comodoro Hotel offert
forth for many years. Never falling,
ell the facilities, ell the restful
charm end perfect comfort
always on the right path. As he
to suit the most exacting
grew older his steps began falter-1
teste. Located in the heart
ing, but he did not stray too far
of downtown Miami—-"just ,
whisper" from ell activities.
from the pathways.
Another eventful incident in this
nished rooms with tub end
man’s life was when he brought a
shower from $2.50 single end
$4-00 double. Steam heat.
denkey to the Island. He used this
beast of burden to carry garden
Shop is famous for fine food
equipment, before trucks arrived
—et moderate prices. The
cocktail Lounge is deservedly
Many photographs were taken of
popular.
this pet.
So the sands of the hour glass
slowly check off another hour, or
perhaps another year.
When we
returned to the Island in 1911,
houses were filled during the Win
ter months, as well as Summer. At

night, lights twinkled in the village
like stars in the sky; the school

Plan your Miami Vacation
now! For information or
rasorvationt, address
Joseph H. Adams,
Mgr., or your
travel agent.

Vernette Noyes was home from

Bangor recently to visit her mother,
Mrs. Ethel Noyes.
Laurence Lurvcy Is bearding at
Gilman Chatto's.
Mrs. Rebecca Knight, daughter
June, Miss Lena Morey Lillian Bil
lings and Mrs Ida Robbins have re
turned from a trip to Boston.
Riley Beal is home from Castine
Hospital.
Mrs. Avon Hutchinson is recover
ing from an appendix operation at
the hospital. Mrs. Fred Hutchinscn
is caring for her children.
Margaret Haskell is visiting her
parents, Dt. and Mrs. Horace 3.
Haskell.
Riley Beal is home from Castln*
Hospital.
Mary Coombs has returned 'o
Portland after a vLsit witli her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Coombs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Tucker were
recent guests of Mrs. Ursula Bil
lings.
Mrs. Helen Hutchinscn is at the
hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Dorothy Judkins subst tuted
in the third and fourth grades the
past week for Miss Zetta Smith who
is ill at her home in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Dav’s have
moved to the Maynard Gray house
at the Weed field.
Charlotte Turner has been ,'pen'’ing a vacation with her grandmother
in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Howell of
Quoddy visited friends here Fridiy.
Mrs. Beatr cee Marshall is home
from NPW York.
Lee Harvey has returned from Bar
Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Billings ar'*
occupying Mrs. Blanche Billings’
house on Green Head.
Mrs. Margaret Andersen is home
after passing a month with her
daughter, Mrs. Jessie Gross at
Oceanville.

Harrol Stevens and James Stev
ens of Portland were in town over
the week-end.
Earl Snow Is home from Connec
ticut to visit his parents, Mk. and
Mrs. Bertrand Snow.

Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dow wjt©
home Sunday frem Portland.
Alvin Jones and Teddj’ Stinson
are able to be out after being ill
with measles.
of the Yankees”—the Lou Gehrig
story which will star Gary Cooper.
• • • •
Myrna Loy is the latest of the
stars to yield to the snip of the
barbers shears—she has the new
short "Victory Bob.” One of the
best Hardy Family films is the
new "Courtship of Andy Hardy.”
Olivia de Havilland and Ida Lupino are to co-star in "The Hard
Way.”
• • • •
Dorothy Lamour who has often
talked about quitting those island
pictures is now getting ready for
another in which she will wear
her usual Sarong. It is a color film
entitled "Beyond the Blue Hori
zon.”
• • • •
Tyrone Power’s next picture will
be "The Black Swan" irem the
Rafael Sabatini novel. William
Powell and Hedy Lamarr to costar for the first time In "Cross
roads."
• • • •
Ty Power’s “Son of Fury” is the
story of Benjamin Blake. Ty is
at his very best in this exciting
adventure which runs 98 minutes.
It’s a romantic story which takes
him from England to the South
Seas.

IN MIAMI
Make Your Home At
iLBOHO

These beautiful apartments ere de
signed for pleasant living. Each
consists of e spacious living room,
bedroom, kitchenette, end tub end

shower bath, comfortably end art
istically furnished to accomodate
four people. Located in the ex
clusive Southwest section, within

five minutes from the cantor of
downtown. Maid service, electrle
refrigeration, end ell facilities

cooking

ero

included.

for

Private

grounds (or sun-bathing.
Under
the tame management as the
ROYALTON HOTEL in downtown

Miami.

Your inspection Is most

room was filled with voices cf many
children. Now there are 10 pupils.

cordially invited—

Services were held in the church,
not only Sunday, but prayer met-

further particulars write Manager
Royalton Hotel, Miami, Florida.

Rates-By-Week-Month-Season. For

ings were a weekly habit.

I wonder how many will remem
ber these friends who are gone? Mr.
and Mrs. Cloudin Wincapaw, Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Fierce, the Humph
reys, Studieys, Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
Davis, Charles Albee, George Ever

27-T-33 ett. Triscott, Leonnard Richards, Mr.

43J SOUTHWEST
loth AVENUE

Thomaston Defense

THOMASTON
«

Every-Other-Day
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Mobile Canteen Unit To Col
lect Waste Products
Every Saturday

«

sheri^y t. whj.tamb

Correspondent
« 25 « «
Tel. 190

C r country is in immediate need
cf all kinds of metals (with the ex
Miss Gwendolyn Barlow was solist ception of tin can*), rubber gocds,
Sunday night at the Baptist Church. newspapers, magazines, rags. etc.
Robert Burns has returned to (Why net clean rp that attic or
Friendship after several days’ visit cellar now and in so doing not only
clean up a potential fire hazard in
with Mr. and Mr.s. Ellis Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford en your own heme but put these vital
tertained at bridge Saturday night commodities back into circulation?
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. The Mobile Canteen Unit in Thom
Horace Bryant of Bath, Mr. and aston will collect these waste prod
Mrs. Jenness Kellar of Lincolnville ucts every Saturday with thp excepBeach and Mr. and Mrs. Harold' tlon of this comin« Saturday.
Robinson of Camden. Prizes were] By these collections the Iccal de
won by Mrs. Bryant and Mr. Kellar fense units can raise money #for
and refreshments concluded the i equipment. These groups are doing
wonderful work—do your part and
evening.
help
them.
A parish meet.ng will immedi
The
committee in charge cf these
ately follow the service Thursday
collections
is: Mrs. Harold Dana,
night at the Baptist Church. All
Mrs.
Lillian
Comery Mrs. Guy Lermembers are urged to attend.
mend,
Mrs.
Foster
Fales, Mrs. Elmer
The Rook Club met Saturday
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Biggers and Mrs. Oscar Crie. It
Albert Anderson. Higii scores were would help greatly if ycu would tie
held by Mrs. Weston Young and E. papers and magazines to facilitate
W. Lowe, while consolation prizes handling. If you cannot do this call
were awarded Mrs. Warren Knights | Mrs- Cart^ tel- n-13‘ aild she w111
and Theodore Rowell.
‘send schocl Mildren to do so.
Mr.s. Howard Beattie entertained I An urgent appeal is being issued
Saturday night at a surprise shower j byJ the head of the women air-raid
. Mrs. George rv,,,..
’-.a wardens Mrs.--Lura Libby, for a
party for
Davis, tme,
other guests were Mrs. Dana Stone, j WDman warden to cover the sector
Mrs William Vinal, Mrs. Douglas comprising territory from Knox to
Vinal Mr.s Clement Moody, Mrs. Erin street, inclding the Congo Place,
Ray Thorndike and Miss Esther The
Young. Bridge furnished enter was unexpectedly forced to change
tainment and prizes were awarded plans and volunteers would be very
Mr.s. Stone and Miss Young. The welcome. The chief duty cf these
honor guest received many dainty air-raid wardens is to educate the
gifts and refreshments concluded citizens and the course of instruc
tion is now being conducted. It is
the evening.
hoped to finish the course in about
A ten-hour First Aid course for air
two weeks and it is therefore urgent
raid wardens will start Thursday at t hat volunteers apply at once to Mrs
730 at Watts hall.
Libb.v.
Friendly Circle roll call and sup
per will be lield at the Federated
vestry tomorrow night at 6 o’clock.1
low
All members and any interested in
tiie Circle are invited. Take dishes.
Williams-Brazier Post, A. L. will
meet promptly at 7 o’clock tomorrow
night due to the deputies’ meeting
immediately afterwards.
The town will deliver sand fcr use
in case of bombings, deliveries to I
start Wednesday morning if pleas-1
ant. Each householder is urgently!
iequested to have at least two goodsized pails at the curb by 8 a. m. to
receive tiie sand. Since the whole
town cannot bt* covered in one day,
delivery will be continued on subse
quent pleasant days, therefore those
homes which are not supplied Wed
nesday, should prepare to receive
the sand the next pleasant day.

/ want. . .

HAIK-IM):

lupe Velez, the Mexi

can Bombshell »lio adds rip to
KKO Radio's “Mexican Spitfire’’
series of pictures, gets u haircut
ut the hands of Gertrude Reade,
studio hair stylist,
lupe soon be
gins unother co-starring role witli
Leon Errol in a “Spitfire” film.

FIGHTING DOLLARS

>
America must be strong.
Every man and woman must
contribute their strength to the
strength of America at war.
Some are carrying guns—
some are flying planes—some
are giving their blood orf ships
at sea.
YOU on the home front must
buy those guns—those planes—
those ships. That must be your
contribution to freedom under
fire!
BUY DEFEN S E
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
DAY—buy them with every
penny you have to spare I

ST. GEORGE
Miss Sally Robinson is home
from Lisbon Falls for a week’s va
cation.
Vaimore Hilt of Bath Is spend
ing the week with his grandpar
ents Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ewell.
Lewis Robinson called Tuesday
on Mr. and Mrs. Percy Jones.
Miss Jewel Larkin of Long Cove
was recent guest of Louise and
Shirley Puller.
Mr. and Mrs. William Caddy
Miss Arlene Caddy of Cambridge.
Mass, and Mrs. Alene Troupe and
daughter of Bath recently visited
Mrs. Harvey Kinney.
Darold Hocking is on the Dean's
list at Colby College this semester.

Morning, Noon or Night!
By

A Thomaston Boy Is Here

Beulah v. gillaspie

Director, Sealtest Laboratory Kitchen

. . And what so tempting and so l’i cups white Thick sour cream
cornmeal
Strawberry jam
Beat the eggs slightly and add
the milk. Add the cornmeal, salt
and sugar and mix well. Stir in the
melted butter gradually. Bake on a
hot greased griddle. Spread with
i sour cream and strawberry jam
LACY CORN CAKES WITH
and stack. If desired, each cake
SOUR CREAM AND JAM
may be rolled after spreading with
2 eggs
1 teaspoon sugar sour cream and jam. This recipe
2 cups milk
5 tablespoons
makes 30 medium sized corn cakes.
J teaspoon salt
butter
1 Six servings.

satisfying as these luscious, fra
grant corn cakes. Your family or
guests will remember them with an
extra fondness if you spread ’em
with tangy sour cream and straw
berry jam.
:

Wed In Grange Hall

STRAND THEATRE

An Interesting Double Serv
ice Which Took Place
At Camden

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

I

A wedding of much interest to
the townspeople of Camden, took
place Sunday at the Megunticook
Grange hall at 8 o’clock when two
popular couples were united In
marriage before 200 guests.

Drury Rice is able to walk out
the sunshine again after a much r
gretted confinement indoors Iron
serious fail which, Drury says, v
not a moon gazing flight of fan
but a pl:p on a hard surface.
,]is friends are happy to give h
welcome fully recovered.

Miss Bertha Start, daughter of

Pvt. J. Norman Regers, son of
Mrs. Herbert L. Wheeler of Thom
aston, ls stationed at Pendleton
Field, Ore. He enlisted July $1,
1941, and was assigned to Chicopee
Falls, Mass., after which he was

ROCKPORT
«««a
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
ftftft^
Tel. 2229

A fire which apparently caught
around the stove at the Frank
Priest house on Pleasant street oc
cupied by Adelbert Corson com
pletely burned the interior of the
dwelling ana aiso the contests
early Monday forenoon. The G. F.
Burgess Fire Co., responded quick
ly but the house being small in
structure and so completely filled
with dense smoke, they were great
ly handicapped end unable to save
any of the furnishings.
Robert Berry and bride of Cam
den are occupying the Mabel
Withee apartment on Mechanic
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Crockett
were dinner guests Friday of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Kaler in Rock
land.
ExaminatiCns for Air Raid War
dens were given Sunday afternoon
at. the High School building, fol
lowed by the showing of pictures
“London Fire Raids.” ‘“War and
Order" and “The Bettie of Lon
don,” to which the public were in
vited.
Wesley Ryder motored from
Calais Saturday to join Mrs. Ry
der at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Veazie. On re
turning Sunday night he was ac
companied by Mrs. Ryder who will
remain there for a few days. Mrs.
Ryder completed her duties in the
office of Register of Probate in
Rockland Saturday and plans to
go to Calais next week to make
her permanent home.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday at the home of
Mrs. Marie Bisbee.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll
spent Sunday in Augusta as guest
of their son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Harold Cates
of Vassalboro were overnight visi
tors Saturday of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham, coming
to assist in the celebration of Mrs.
Ingraham’s birthday anniversary
Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. IngTaham
and Mr. and Mrs. Cates were en
tertained at dinner Sunday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
C. Ingraham.
Mrs. Levi Torrey was guest last
week at the home of her son. Dr.
Raymond Torrey in Searsport.
Miss Roberta Holbrook was at
home from North Livermore to
spend the week-end with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook.
A meeting for the men of the
town will be held Friday at the
Methodist Church with supper at
6.30 served by the ladies of the
church. An interesting feature
will be the illustrated talk by Rev.
J. C. MacDonald of Rockland on
his trip to the West.
Miss Lillian Brann returned to
Reading. Mass. Sunday to resume
her teaching duties after spending
a week at her home on West
street.
Miss Mabel Wall, who has been
visiting 'her mother, Mrs. Belle
Wall for a week returned Sunday
to Attleboro, Mass.
Schools in town re-opened Mon
day following a week's vacation.
Miss Geneva Puller has returned

Mr. and Mrs. Ahnond Hadl and
sen True were in Boston on busi
ness the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardie Thomas are
spending a week's vacation in Lis
bon Falls at the home of their
daughter Mrs. Adrian Kinney.
Mr. 'and Mrs. Russell Thomas
and family spent the week-end at
Lisbon Falls.

transferred to Pendleton, Jan. 28. School where he wa.s active in athrating fourth class radio specialist letics, served ps class vice president
« x
I and was awarded the class oration
1st Reconnaissance Squadron.
I at commencement. In the above
Regers was an honor pupil in the, picture he is the first man on the
class of 1941 Thomaston High J left, in a kneeling position.
[from Hallowell and Miss Barbara
Crowely, from Bangor, after spend
ing the school vacations at their
homes.
Mrs. Loana Shibles is able to be
out after being confined to her
home for a few days with an at
tack of the grippe.

Young-Durkee

Mrs. Edna Start of Camden be
came the bride of Walter Annis,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Annis
of Simonton Corner; and Miss Ir
ma Annis, sister of the first bride
groom and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Annis was married to
Harry Smith, Jr., formerly of
R.ckland and now in the service.
The stage was beautifully deco
rated and the double ceremony
was performed by Rev. F. F. Fowle,
formerly of Rockport.
Miss Start, gowned in white silk
jersey with fingertip veil and
carrying a colonial bouquet, was
given in marriage by her brother,
Wallace F. Start of Braintree,
Mass. Her matron of honor was
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Wallace
Start. The bridesmaid was Miss
Miriam Hawes of Rockport and
Melrose, Mass. Both wore floor
length gowns o£ pink organdie
with touches of blue, and tiny pan
cake hats and carried colonail
nosegays.
The best man was
George Parker of Simonton Cor
ner.
Miss Annis w’ore a white silk
jersey gown with full ength veil
and carried a shower bouquet. Slhe
was given in marriage by her
father. Her attendants were maid
of honor. Miss Marilyn Cripps of
Rockport and bridesmaid. Miss
Rachel Annis of Rockport, both
wearing matching pink organdie
gowns with pancake hats and car
ried nosegays. Harry Smith. Sr.,
attended the couple as best man.
Completing the wedding party
were two tiny flower girls, Alisandra Start, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Start, who wore blue
organdy and Brenda Start, daugh
ter of Paul Start, who wore pink
organdy. Both girls carried nose
gays. Herbert Annis, five years old,
acted as ring bearer and wore long
blue trousers and coat.
Gowms of the bridesmaids; ma
tron and maid of honor were made
and designed by Mrs. Edna Start.
A reception took place at the
Grange hall immediately following
the ceremony, w'here a buffet table
wa.s set for each bride. Refreshmnts were served by Mrs. Howard
Carroll and Mrs. Frank Knight,
presiding over one table, while
Mrs. Winfield Knight and Mrs.
Ralph Wentworth were in charge
of tihe second.
An interesting fact is that all
members are seventh degree mem
bers of the Grange except Harry
Smith, Jr., who is a Granger sub
ordinate.

At a lovely home wedding, Sunday
at 2 o’clock, Miss Mildred Durkee.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bowman
Durkee of Camden became the bride
of Ralph Young, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Ycung, aLso of Camden.
The hcuse was attractively deco
rated witli flowers and the ceremony
APPLETON MILLS
was performed in the living room
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and before the large bay windows W’hich
daughters of Houlton, have re
were banked with flowers.
turned home after spending a va
The bride who was given in mar
cation at Mr. and Mrs; Albert
riage by iier father, wore a flsor
' Sherman’s.
length gown of white taffeta with
j Mrs. Julia Mitchell and daugh bracelet sleeves. The gown was
ter Maureen Carole, are home complete with ccronet and finger
from the Camden Community tip veil. She carried a shower bou
Hospital.
quet of roses and sweet peas. Rev.
Miss Olive Gushee of Colebrook, Weston P. Holman cf the Methodist
N. H,. has 'been visiting her par Church performed the double ring
ents the past week. Paul Gushee service.
of Pawtucket, R. I., is also home
The maid cf honor. Miss Edna
on vacation.
Fuller wore a floor length gown of
Miss Avis Gurney entertained blue organza with Juliet cap and
Thursday at a pyramid tea, Mrs. carried pink snapdragons, blue iris
Lillian Johnson, Mrs. Polly Gushee, and sweet peas. The best man was
and Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee.
Edgar Johnson.
A Minstrel Show will be held
The wedding march was played by
Thursday night at the Community Mrs. Dorothy Norton of Dark Har
Hall. Latest song hits, as well as bor and Camden.
the old minstrel pieces, will be fea
Mrs. Durkee, mother of the bride,
tured, with specialties between the was dressed in a wine gown with a
acts. A farce and dance will fol shoulder corsage of roses, while
low the minstrels. Stanley Wil Mrs. Young, mether of the groom
liams will be the interlocutor. The wore black with a similar corsage.
proceeds will be given to the Red
A reception immediately followed
Cross dTive.
the ceremony with refreshments be
Miss Marjorie Sleeper, nurse at ing served by Misses Ruth Bennett
J G. Wentworth’s was called to and Marion McDermott, friends of
South Thomaston Saturday owing the couple.
to the death of her aunt.
Mrs. Yeung’s going away ensemble
was of black and aqua. After a
short wedding trip the couple will
reside in Brunswick.
BUY
Out of town guests were: Mr. and
DEFENSE
Mrs. Adelbert Durkee of Islesboro;
STAMPS
« ft ftft
Merrill Young of Dark Harbor, Mr.
BONDS
and Mrs. N. T. Talbet of Damari
NAOMA MATHEW
scotta; Mrs. Nora Ross of Thom
Correspondent
aston; Miss Jennie Guptill, Dr. and
ft ft ft ft
Mrs. Richan, Mrs. K. C. Rankin all
Tel. 713
of Rockland; Miss Ruth Young of
Providence, and Mrs. Nina PatterKEEP ‘EM FLYING
Mr. and Mrs. WilMam Packard
sen of Waldoboro.
spent the week-end in Quincy,
Mass., where they visited their
daughter, Phyllis.
Mrs. Richard French (Dorothy
Answer to this puzzle on Page Two
Stoddard) who has been on a wed
ding trip, has returned to her work
1
6
3
X
7
0
1
at Florence’s Beauty Shop.
Friends of Wallace Thompson,
10
9
II
a
formerly of this town and now of
Saco will be grieved to learn of
19
If12
the death of his wife, Caroline
w
Weston Thompson, 31, who died
Ib
17
18
Saturday at West Gardiner after
w
a long illness. Burial will be in Au
21
20
19
gusta. Mrs. Percy Luce will return
to Saco with Mr. Thompson for
29
2JL
a week.
w;
Paul Mullen was called to Ex
26
Z5eter, N. H. recently.
Sw
Mr. and Mrs. Zelma M. Dwinal
30
29
27 28
left Saturday for a month's va
w
cation in Florida.
39
32
33
31
Milford Payson who has been
Sw
spending a week’s vacation at Hos
36
3537
mer Pond has returned to town.
w
Ralph Draper has left the Cam
91
yo
39
38
/
den Theatre for two weeks vaca
tion before going into the Service.
H. C. Maxson of Boston has taken
his place ss manager.
1 4V
1
W3
Fred Simpson and Miss Bette
Stetson, wh ) spent a few days in
Boston, htve returned home.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Civilian I - ense Bulletin: A new
13-Slow (Music)
35-Corroded
1-Small task
home nur>.ng course will begin
37-Scandinavian myths 15-Of or pertaining to
5-Satisfiea
bishops
38- Having small
9-Briflhtly
Monday at the Library Basement
17-Obese
openings ■
12-Excites
from 7 to 9 o'clock. Mrs. Mae Mur
20- Alcoholic beverage
41- Foot levers
14-Made ready
ray.
R. N. will instruct the course
21Corn-spike
42- Amuse
16-Ptate for the
23- Wood land spirit
43- Travels in a car
Eucharist
and is desirious of prompt regis
24- Public vehicle
18- lmitate
44- Mislays
tration. Text books may be bought
25- Condensed moisture
19-Greek god of love
at 67 Elm street. A nutrition class
26- Marsh
20- A rodent
VERTICAL
28- Turned to another
21- Girl*s name
will start Tuesday at the Y.M.C.A.
course
22- A weight measure
assembly
from 2 to 4 o’clock, Mrs.
29- Knock
1- Soft gauzy fabric
(abbr.)
Loana Shibles instructing.
30- Navajo Indian huts
2- Eloquent public
23- Place
31- Taste
speaker
24- Felinea
The Baptist Ladies Circle will33- W ire less
3- Grades
25- Restrain
hold
an all-day meeting at the
34- A letter (pi.)
4- Paradise
26- Hinder
church
parlors March 4 with a
36- Places
5- Part of a flower
27- Equal
37- Fasten tightly
6- Wing-like part
covered ^dish luncheon at 12.30
29- Steal
39- Unit
7- A despot
30- lnterjection
o’clock. The men of the parish
40- Preflx. Apart
8- Took the part of
31- Boil slowly
ate invited.
41- A liquid measure
10— Exista
32- Old woman
(abbr.)
Only $59 remains to complete
11- No good (abbr.)
33- H«avy cord

CAMDEN

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Every-Other-Day

The friends and admirers of M
Pauline Graham Talbct will be <
lighted to know that she will
lrtlpersonatlons from Dickens’ “Dat
Copperfleld” at the Universal
vtstry the night of March 30. Ft
{her details will be forthcoming

Mrs. Maurice Ginn Is in Nort
arnp Mass., visiting Mr. and M
Howard Rice.

In timely drama—Raymond Massey and Nancy Coleman in the new I
picture “Dangerously They Live,’’an action-packed drama of Fifth Column!
activities in our country.

The Mission Circle of the F:
BaptLst Church, meets Wednes
at 11 a. m. for a work period Plea
bring a box lunch. All members d
able to help in the morning in vit
Today the New Camden Theatre, to the regular business meetini
David A. Nichols, Camden offers a aoulbe-hit program at th»| 2.30 p. ni.
High Graduate, Wins An regular bargain day price of 25c.| Tonian Circle will meet Wedi;
other High Honor
‘Target for Tonight” filmed by tlr>| Cay night at the home of Mrs K
David A. Nichols, son of George R.A.F. and with the RAF. as it$| neth Wiggin, Broadway.
E. Nichols, Lincolnville, a Senior cast was actually taken under firel
Four Rockland men, who ha
at Bates College, survived two pre The second hit brings together J
been
stationed with the harbor
galaxy
of
stars
including
BinJ
liminary rounds and was selected
fense
units cf Portland, have bd
Crosby,
Mary
Martin,
Basil
Rath-I
to be one of five students to rep
transferred
to a past in the Sou
bone
and
Oscar
Levant
in
‘
Rhvthnil
resent his Alma Mater in the Na
They
are:
Sergeant
Frederick 1\|
on
the
River
”
as
gay
and
tunel
.
J
tional Extempore-Discussion Con
reau
who
will
be
remembered
musical that ever came out of Hoi-1
test on Inter-American Affairs.
The contest, sponsored by the lywood. Latest news events will "Cracker" Favreau of fistic circl
Sergeant Carl Jacobson, Serge;
Offlce of the Co-ordiinator of In augment this double-hit show.
A star combination that proved Elroy Nash and Corporal Frau
ter - American Affairs, has the
warm endorsement of President itself so successful with its first ap-| Robinson.
Roosevelt. In order to compete a , pearance, is again due to hit thel
Dr. Robert Allen of Johns Ho
student must have a thorough I nation’s screens. The lovely blondel kins School of Medical Trainin
knowledge of each of the Latin ‘ Madeleine Carroll and the stalwattl Baltimcre is home for a two wee
American countries as considered blonde Stirling Hayden who were sol vacation with his family, the llei
from a cultural, political and eco well paired In “Virginia.” are play., Allens at the Copper Kettle
ing tomorrow and Thursday ;!1|
nomic point of view.
Allen enters Yale Medical for de;
Nichols graduated from the “Bahama Passage.”
“Bahama Passage,” which Is based work but may have a call to sei v
Camden High School with the
on Nelson Hayes’ best-selling neve!,I at almost any time.
class of 1933 and while there was
“Dildo Cay,” tells the story of a girl I
Miss Edith Bicknell, who has be
active in all forensic activities and
graduated with honors. At Bates who comes to the salt-producing, visiting friends in Concord, Ma;
he is manager of men’s debating, island in the West Indies and takes, for the past few weeks, writes she
is an honors candidate in History the heart of its,owner by storm. TM feeling the urge cf heme and hoj
and Government, has participated two are left entirely alene on th»| to be back in a week or 10 dq
in many Intercollegiate debates island--a modern Adam and E’ e in| where a host of friends will
her welcome.
and recently, in an International a garden paradise.
Supporting thc two stars ere the|
debate with the University of New
renowned stage star Flora Robson,,
To see Snow-drops in all tn
Brunswick.
Cecil Kellawway and Leo G. Carroll,I delicate beauty in blossom cut
and the lovely little brunette .starlet, sheltered and sunny spots in
the quota for the Red Cross Drive
Mary Anderson.
gardens of discriminating garde
Mr. and Mrs. Lawton ‘Feeney
•The latest edition of the Marcitl ers, who cultivate tiie early tin
and daughter Jane have moved to of Time titled "When Air Rakbf of blossoms in their yards that
Dunton avenue, Rockland.
Strike’’ plus latest news event will, the hearts of the passer-by ul
Fred Bartlett is In town for a round out this mid-week prograwf courage and high hopp.
Watch, Look and Wait for "Look,
few days.
Who
’s Laughing.”
Mrs. Dorothy B. Roberts has reVisit Lucien K. Green & Sc
second floor, 16 School street, C
turned from a visit in Massachu
Read The Courier-Gazette
Fellows Block, City, for Furs,
setts.
Coats
and Cloth Coats, at moderi
Basil Goodwin of Portland was
orloea.
in town over the week-end.
Miss Ellen Birmingham of Ban
gor has returned to her duties in
the school here.
Relieve misery ti
The door prize at the American
-externally. Rub
Legion game party Friday was
won by Mrs. Mertie Jones. A Le
gion supper will be served Satur
I w VapoRi
day from 5 to 7 o’clock. The Aux
iliary Sewing Circle meets Tuesday
afternoon.
Suffer Distress
Charles Dailey who has been a
At This Time—
patient at Community Hospital If thia period in a woman's life makes
you cranky, nervous, blue at times,
has returned home. Mrs. Merrill Buffer
weakness, dizziness, hot flashes,
and child have also returned to distress of “irregularities”Try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
their home.
Compound —made especially tor
Red Cross sewing will be done women — famous for helping relieve
Wednesday from 1.30 to 4 o’clock at distress due to this functional dis
(Ol
Taken regularly—Pinkham s
Megunticook Grange hall with turbance.
Compound helps build up resistance
Mrs. Hazel Cleric in charge. Every against annoying symptoms due to
this cause. Thousands upon thousands
one is welcome.
Of women report benefit! Follow label

Making His Way

Camden Theatre

MntWOMENoi

MIDOlEAfit

BABY'S COLD

VICK

38-52S

Vita

It was a pleasant week-end at
the Snow Bowl. The Comrades of
the Way from Rockland enjoyed a
supper at the Bowl Friday, followed
by skiing, skating and toboggan
ing. About 36 were present.

Capt. Frank Sprague of Sears
port visited friends in town over
the week-end.
AH members of the Motor Corps
are to meet at the Opera House,
tonight at 7.30.
The Methodist Ladies Aid will
meet Thursday afternoon instead
of Wednesday as planned, with
Mrs. Charles Burgess.
Addison Young died yesterday
at the age of 85. He was born in
Brooksville and was a boat build
er and resident of this town for
many years. He is survived by his
wife, Annie Billings and a son Her
bert Young. Funeral services will
be held Wednesday at 2 o’clock
from the residence on Limerock
street. Rev. Maurice Dunbar offi
ciating. The bearers will be Craw
ford Young, Raymond Billings.
Herbert Young and Ludwig Setter.
Burial wiH be in Brooksville.

directions. Worth trying!
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WARNING!

EACH day vitamins ai|

INCOME TAX

in guarding the health
Are you wasting thel
methods and old-fashio,

If you make over $15 a week
you may have to Die Income
Tax! Your Income Tax Guide,
<4 Page Book, only 25c shows
206 deductions.
Shows HOW
to Fill Out Your Form, AM*
Many Valuable helps.
Full
cash refund If not satisfied
after 3 days.
By mail only
Me.

SIDNEY I. SEGAL,
71 Park St.,
Rockland. Me
Tei. 297-W

PERSONAL Stationery

The trend today is defii
simple reason that yo|
ments when you cook

Arm your family wil
their full quota of healt|
building vitamins. Swit<
to clean safe modei|
electric cooking now.
can still show you
rather complete line
the most modern elect i j
ranges.
Model Illustrated ('Tl

Cash $144.95
or Budget Plan:

20% down; $7 month!?

Have distinguished
paper, visiting cards, a"d
“note briefs,” at little cost.
“Say It Smartly”

CENTI

POWEI

TEL. 770
mu ua sum nan
Kiiiwn

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

VVV BUY
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[very-Other-Day

Lady Knox Chapter To Wed Rockland Man

OCIE TY
pniry Rice is ab:e to walk
In
Miss Lucy Rhodes, who has been
L sunshine again after a much re- the guest fcr the past several days
Lftted confinement indoors from, a of Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Rhodes
|:f,ions fail which, Drury says, wis' of Portland, has returned home
liiot » 11100,1 Sazing flight of fancy
j ta pi P 011 a hard surface. AU
Mrs. H. J. Weisman was hostess
L friends are happy to give Mi; 1 to the Willing Workers of the Uni
fully recovered.
versalist Church at her Limeroci
street home last night. Mrs. Henry
pic friends and admirers of Mrs-, Clukey assisted in entertaining.
Inline Graham Talbct will be der
^ted to know that she wilU-gh’e Mr. and Mrs. William Robinson
jpersonfltions from Dickens’ “Dttv’d of Isle au Haut are visiting Mrs.
jdppcrfield” at the UnlveyaBJir Margaret Robinson of Spruce street.
Htry the night of March 30. -$»•■
,hfr details will be forthcoming .
1st Lieut, and Mrs. Lloyd E. Clark
_____
;T> .
Jr. of Port Monroe, Va., are visiting

♦4

Fifty-Four At Yesterday’s
“Guest Day”—Mrs.
Frost Soloist
Lady Knox Chapter, Daughters of
the

American

Revolution observed

den Theat
jram at t
'rice of 2f
limed by t|i,
“ A.P. as in
under firl
together

I

luding Bing
Basil Rat If
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BERRY-WHEELOCK

„ At Fairfield Feb. 25 Frances E
Wheelcck. daughter
of
Jesse
Wheelcck of East Winslow, and
' Robert T. Berry of Bath, son of tbe
,lote Capt. and Mrs. Ralph A Ber y
of Camden, were married at the
hr me cf her brother Carrell
Wheelcck.
They will make their
i home in the Mabel Withee aparti ment Mechanic street, Rcckpcrt.
1 Miss Ruth Packard of Camden was
maid of henor, and Frank Kennedy
ff Camden was best man. The
bride’s gift to her maid cf honor was
a gold locket; the greom's gift to the
best man was a men’s Swank set.
The bride attended Lawrence High
School of Fairfield. The groom at
tended Camden schools and Oyster
Bay, Izmg Island, N. Y. High School.

t

This And That

guest day yesterday afternoon at
the Universalist Church. Fiftyfour were present, including 3C
By K. S. F.
guests.
Mr.s. Nettie Bird Frost, as guest
soloist, with Mrs. Dana Newman is
From State Chat:
accompanist pleasingly rendered a
A Biddeford collector has made
group of numbers, “Fcrgotten,” ‘The
a
hebby of old songs, covering seme
Spirit Flower” and “Love Sends a
45
years. Many are well-preserved.
Little Gift of Roses.”
There
are prime favorites of SpianRev. John Smith Lowe, pastor of
ish
War
days of 1898,. a period when
the Universalist Church, reviewed in
tear-inducing
ballads were almost
a very entertaining manner Dr. A
i
as
common
as
white horses hauling
J. Cronin’s book, “The Keys of the
NORTH
HAVEN
loads
of
hay.
“Only a Bird in a
Kingdom,” a book which is widely
Mrs. Leon B Stone was week-end Gilded Cage” was one of the pepuyr Maurice Ginn is in Noafth- his father, Lloyd E. Clark during a read and later to be presented as a
guest of her daughter, Mr.s. Austin lar heait-quivering “tear jerkers” of
jnp Mass., visiting Mr. and Srs.
moving picture.
Muriel Wilma Delaware
10 day furlough.
Joy of Camden.
these ye&rs. In the early twentieth
Howard Rice.
The board of management served
Mis.
Lewis
Haskell
went
Satur

Selectman
and
Mrs.
Wallace
E.
century,
such ballads as “Pony Bey."
refreshments at the close of the
day tc Portland where Mr. Haskell “The Man With the Ladder and the
The Mission Circle of the First Howard Edwards left yesterday program..
Delaware
of
Bunker
Hill
road
an

for St. Petersburg, Fla. On his re
has employment.
Man With the Hose,” “Honey Boy,’
Baptist Church, meets Wednesday
nounce the engagement of their
turn he will be accompanied by
liven
Simpson
went
Saturday
to
i
etc.,
colorfully illustrated for mev. 11 a. m. for a work period. Please
CAPT. ALVAH BARBOUR
daughter Muriel Wilma to Stuart Stonington, called by the illness of ing picture screen reproduction and
a box lunch. All members un- his grandfather, Henry A. Howard,
News was received yesterday of
touchingly rendered by such remem
bc to help in the morning invited who went to St. Pete early in the the death of Capt. Alvah Barbour at G. MacAlman, son of Captain his father.
Winter.
Harrison
MacAlman
of
Worcester,
■n the regular business meeting at
Miss Lucille Quinn of Rockland is bered songsters locally as Ernest
hLs heme in Abington, Mass., where
Mass,
and
Mrs.
William
Hull.
Kit

guest of her grandparents. Mr. and Golding, Walter Parker, and others,
230 p. m
From Coral Gables, Fla., Mrs he had resided the past 26 years. tery, Me. Miss Delaware is a Mrs. G. L. Quinn.
are recalled. In the Robbins collecThe deceased was a native of
Ionian Circle will meet Wednes Donald H. Fuller writes: ‘‘We are Swan’s Island, where he was bora graduate of Manchester Central
Among these whe have enter ticn are most of the songs popular
day night at the home of Mrs. Ken- plenty happy here this season and April 15, 1869, son cf Solomon and High School and Wilfred Academy,
tained at pyramid tea recently are and prior to, and during the first
‘Fluff’ is fine.” The card is also
:/n Wiggin, Broadway.
Boston;
is
now
a
beautician
in
World War, an index revealing a
a reminder that 10 of the family Harriet (Staples) Barbour. He had Wellesley Hills. Mr. MacAlman a Mrs. Elmer Joy, Mrs. Clyde Joy. very complete list of the tunes then
Mrs. W. S. Hopkins. Miss Fcstina
a leng seafaring experience, and was
Four Rockland men, who have members have been there this year
the favorites, including such martial
best remembered hereabouts as the graduate of Rockland High School Duncan.
aeen stationed with the harbor deis
now
in
the
Navy.
No
date
has
airs
as "Over There,” “Long, Long
Mr. and Mrs. C .Bonney Quinn
Earl McAuliffe, 42 Fulton street, captain of the steamer Vinalhaven. been set for the wedding.
;frv? units cf Portland, have been
Trail,
” etc.
A highly capable and successful
and sen Paul were home lrom Rock
• * • •
transferred to a post in the South, is on his way South after spending
mariner devoted to the interests of
land ever the week-end guests cf
fliey are: Sergeant Frederick Fav- a few days at home.
ROGERS-SMITH
“MLss Jones,’’ said the employer.
his employers and held in high es
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde O. Ames.
eau who will be remembered as
Gilbert
A.
Regers
Jr.,
son
of
Mr.
Mrs. Florent Arey received a let “I may say that you’re a very at
The Maine Women’s Club of New teem not only by them, but by every and Mrs. Gilbert A. Rogers of Rock
Cracker” Favreau of fistic circles;
patren of the line.
ter last week from her son Pvt. Har tractive girl."
Sergeant Carl Jacobron, Sergeant York will meet Saturday, March 7.
land and Miss Minnie Elizabeth
“Really!” said the typist, blush
He
is
survived
by
his
wife
Addie
Ero.v Nash and Corporal Francis at 2.30 p. m. at the home of Mrs M. (Smith) Barbour and two Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs B. old Joyce who Ls stationed at Scho ing.
field
Barracks,
Hawaii.
He
wishes
Jay G. Willson, a former president
Robinsc n.
F. Smith of Rockland weje married
“You dress well; ycur voice is well
nephews.
to thank all who have sent cards or
of the club, 8019 Eleventh Avenue,
Sunday afternoon at the parsonage
modulated;
your deportment Ls also
Funeral
services
will
be
held
at
his
letters, ameng whom are Malcolm
D. Robert Allen of Johns Hop Brooklyn, with Mr.s. Ralph G. Stone,
of the First Baptist Church by Rev.
beyond
reproach
”
late
lesidence
this
afternoon.
The
Crockett, Mrs. John Crockett, Fran
kins School of Medical Training of president, presiding. After a short
J.
Charles
MacDonald
who
per

“
You
really
mustn
’t pay me so
Baitim re is home for a two weeks’ business meeting, the afternoon will interment will be in Mansfield, formed the single ring service. They ces Brown, Herman Crockett, Mr
many
compliments,
”
she protested.
Mass.
and Mr.s. Elmer Hopkins, Lloyd
vacation with his family, the Hervey be devoted to bridge and other
were attended by Mrs. Kathryn P.
"Oh.
that
’
s
all
right;
I only wanted
Whitmore and Norman Morrison.
.Oils at the Copper Kettle. .Dr. games.
Rogers
and
Mr.s.
Priscilla
E.
Smith.
tc
put
you
in
a
cheerful
frame of
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens en
He has recently enjeyed a sight
Allen enters Yale Medical for degree
mind
before
taking
up
the
matter
cf
seeing trip to Honolulu but wishes
The Wawenock Club held an all- tertained informally at their home
fork but may have a call to .service
GEORGE
E.
MILLS
punctuation
and
spelling."
—
The
he could be home for town meeting.
day session with Evelyn Snow in on Talbot avenue Friday night in
it almost any time.
Funeral services for George E.
honor
of
Lou
s
Nickerson
who
has
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory Bee Hive.
Thomaston with a picnic dinner
• • • •
Mills, well-known local granite man returned home Saturday from Vinal
enlisted
in
the
Naval
Reserves.
M.-s Edith Bicknell, who has been followed by a short program which
who
died
yesterday
morning
at
Hea

The Rocky Mountain National
i-it ng friends In Concord, Mass., was devoted to George Washing Miss Barbara Simmons was also ton Hospital in Montpelier, wer° haven.
tendered
a
shower.
Those
present
Park
out in Colorado is a popular
for the past few weeks, writes she is ton. Two papers were read, "Old
held at 2 o’clcck Saturday after
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Blethen,
Methebesec
Club
will
meet
Fri

place
for
the autc mobile owners who
feeling the urge of heme and hopes Glory Unfurled at Canton Island”
noon from the Hedding Methodist day in the Tower reem at the Com love to visit in the beautiful sec
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
O
’
Sullivan,
Dor

to be back in a week or 10 days by Frances Norton, and “Iceland,”
Church.
where a host of friends will give Hattie Keating. The remainder of othy. Katherine and Barbara Sim Mr. Mills was born at Vinalhaven, munity Building instead of at the tions of this great land. Private
ler welcome.
the day was given over to Red Cross mons, Mt. and Mrs. A. K. Wilson of Sept. 30, 1862, the son of Samuel home of Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, who Ls motor cars numbering 183.658 and
Thomaston, and Lionel Wilson. Mr.
away. Hostesses are Miss Caroline thousands of busloads were there in
sewing.
C. and Rhoda (Greene) Mills, being Stanley, Miss Frances Hodgdon, and 1940.
Nickerson
was
given
a
going
away
To see Snow-drops in all their
the youngest and the last survivor Mrs. Grace Rollins. Mrs. Ruth Al
• • • •
delicate beauty in blossom cut tn The Rockland Society for the present. Refreshments were served.
of a family of eight children. He bee will give a diary trip frem Italy
heltered and sunny spots in the Hard of Hearing will meet Thursday
Up in that lovely country cf Brit
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pendleton came to Barre in 1889 and learned to France. Rev. Roy A. Welker, ish Columbia in Canada they have
garden of discriminating garden afternoon at the home of Mrs. Bes
entertained the Berean Society of the trade of a granite polisher. Aug. guest speaker will talk on France active bees for they produce more
er uho cultivate the early thrills sie Hewett.
the
First Baptist Church at 25, 1893, he was married to Jennie and Germany and a flight over than 1,009X90 pounds of honey each
d blossoms in their yards that fill
their
home Friday night. After Bartlett of Barre. Going to Mont Russia.
Mrs. Irving Gray, Broad street,
the hearts of the passer-by with
year.
who has been ill several weeks as the supper games were enjoyed through pelier, he resided in that city fcr
• • • •
courage and high hope.
Browne Club will meet Thursday
result of a fall, is gaining slowly. out the evening under leadership of 10 years and was associated with
The fact that serious leaks of in
Kenneth Hooper. In the group were his brother, S. Hobart Mills, in the night In the Baptist parlor.
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
formation of the most confidential
granfte business.
Opportunity
Class
will
meet
Barbara
Perry,
Luella
Patterson.
itcond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Mr. and Mr.s. J. Fred Knight of nature about this war program and
Later returning to Barre he man
Thursday night at the home of Mrs. Agnes Sivewright, Blanche Sylvester,
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Broad
street entertained witli a plans, has caused Attorney General
aged
the
Bolster
granite
business
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate Pauline Saunders, 21 Orange street. Virginia Egan, Ansel Yeung, Ken
picnic
supper
the Saturday Night Biddle to start a whirlwind of effort
and
still
later
was
in
company
with
neth Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Millard
orlces
►tl
to penalize the persons and news
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Esancy Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Alden Sewall the late Waldron Shield of this city Club. Cards after.
that give circulation to confidential
of Warren are residing at 810 Con and Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles Mac In the granite business. For the past
matters.
gress street, Portland while Mr. Es- Donald.
15 years he has carried on a busi
• • * •
ancy has employment at the Toddness fcr himself under the firm
Relieve mteery'fl
Bath shipyards at South Portland.
London pawnbrokers state that 90
Mrs. E. B. Ingraham entertained name of the Barre Marker company.
-eitenwHy. Rub <
Although he took an active in
percent of articles pledged with
the Dorcas Sewing Club Monday
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins of Portland
terest in civic affairs, hts chief in
them are being redeemed. That
afternoon.
is visiting her parents, Mir. and
terests . were his work and his
locks as if money Ls not too scarce
VapoRub Mrs. Ambrose Melvin, this week.
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen was called church. He was for 49 years active
in England.
• • • •
to Portland last week to consult with in the service of Hedding Method
Mrs. William Wing, regional direc ist church where he served for many
Down in Georgia the wild foxes
tor of Memorial and Horticultural years as head usher. JVt the time
spread rabies. In 1941 the FLsh and
Gardens of the Federation of Gar cf hLs death he was a member of
Wildlife Service took 153 foxes and
den Clubs of Maine cf which more the board of stewards and the offi
61 of these wild animals had rabies.
will be heard when plans are all in cial board of the church. His rug
The soldiers better be on the watch
order. Mrs. Wing entertained with ged spirit was displayed in his un
for them.
luncheon a number of influential willingness to give up his duties des
• • • •
ladies of the State for War Con pite his illness. He was at his plant
I At Moody’s Cabins one day. last
servation work.
a week ago and attended church on
Summer was noticed four persons
Sunday.
sitting
together and all four were
Ensign and Mrs. Quayle have
Besides his widow, he leaves sev
left-handed
or in other words,
taken an apartment at the Baco- eral nephews and nieces, among
i south-paws.
lauriette.
them Leslie F. Vinal cf Missoula,
• • • •
Montana, Mrs. J. W. Emery of
A charming picture of "Maine’s
t
Rockland, Me., Mrs. Thirza Sanborn
Grand Old Lady” whose bright
of Vinal Haven, Me., Mrs. Webster
EACH day vitamins are given a more important part
eyes and brilliant countenance
E. Miller of Montpelier, Dr. Bern
in guarding the health of your family and the nation.
deny the thought that she is old
ard Mills of Meriden, Conn., and BEIGE ACCENTS: Two-lone beige
Are you wasting them with old-fashioned cooking
TODAY, WEDNESDAY AND
Henry Mills cf Oklahoma City, suit of fine broadrlolli worn by was seen in the Lewiston Journal.
This is no other than Laura E.
THURSDAY
methods and old-fashioned equipment?
Okla.—Montpelier Times
' Cinny
Simms
in
RKO
Radio’*
Richards of Gardiner whose 92
I “Playmate*.”
Darker shade of the
TWO BIG FEATURES
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird and Mrs. Ella warm beige goes into Cinny’* years hang gracefully about her
The trend today is definitely to electric cookery for the
Qajwty In tho Orooool i
Bird spent Sabbath day in Augusta envelope handbag, also her eye alert personality. Author of over
simple reason that you can save these precious ele
arresting
liat,
it*
“cornucopia” S') books and still writing verse.
with the Robert Hudsons.
j crown
topped
by
the
lighter Possibly her ^‘Captain January”
ments when you cook electrically.
tone.
Ensemble is made romplete
is her most loved. This daughter
with gold and topaz pin, light
of
Julia Ward Howe has a back
beige gloves.
H’s a
WEDNESDAY AND
ground and fine humaitarian
Arm your family with OXNBBAL^XUCTUC
record. Just think, it was on her
IF
B0L6ER • Aim SI®
THURSDAY
their full quota of health•
86th
birthday she received a de|X Kmc • tad Aw tacfc tanta-EM«F*|. k
huilding vitamins. Switch
1
gree
of
doctor of literature from
Friti fell • Keen licidi • «KO »»*•<> e.ctur,
the
University
of Maine.
to clean safe modem
Three Shews Daily, 2-7-9
w
John Garfield „
ALso On the Same Program
• • • •
electric cooking now. We
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
The most carefully made rifles
»
Money
Coleman
“
WOMEN
IN
WAR
”
can still show you a
*Mta tar!
ratal
and shotguns in the world are
TODAY
w.th
lather complete line of
WENDY BARRIE
made in London and in Sheffield.
Raymond Massey
Another Giant Eargain Day!
PATRIC KNOWLES
the most modern electric
England.
The low cost American
25c
*
2 HITS
gun is supeerior to any other in
ranges.
The R. A. F. In Actual War
MONDAY
Engagements
the world but here are a lot that
F
have bad flaws.
“TARGET FOR TONITE”
ON THE STAGE
Model Illustrated CT1
• • • •
—Plus This Hit—
.•
’ }
1 .
Bing
Crosby,
Mary
Martin
and
The bricks that are often thrown
Cash $144.95 Oscar Levant
in movie scenes arc made of bread
with his
or Budget Plan:
RHYTHM ON THE RIVER’ by special bakers and painted to
Plus FLAG OF MERCY
20*e down; $7 monthly
look the part.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
DOG OBEDIENCE
• • • •
MAOCLIINI
STWUNG
HOW TO TAKE A VACATION
Traffic control by lights was
CARROLL * HAYDEN
SINGING. YODELING. AND
first
tried cut in New York City
TODAYPLENTY OF FUN
in 1918 and policeman turned these
TRACY and HEPBURN
ON THE SCREEN
lights on and off by means of
in
levers. It would be some task to
“The Mad Doctor of
“Woman Of The Year”
-EXTRAtry that out today.

li r

'eatre
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It Time
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j, hot flashes,
Vegetable
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Vitamins
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DEFENSE

rook KXeetrieallg!

^4-JACKS!
JlLLz

‘CAMDEN

tionery

Smilin’ Bill Walters

Hillbilly Troupe

ied le*te.r
rds. *nd
tie cost-

•tly”

Gazette
Dept-

IME

T f

VVV BUY DEFENSE BONDS AND STAMPS VVV

Market Street”

with
Lionel Atwill, Una Merkel
Same Prices—Three Shows

MARCH O^ TIME
“WHEN AIR RAIDS STRIKE”
Plus LATEST NEWS
Soon: “I-oofc Who's Laughing”

•• ••

Not in the denial but in the ac
ceptance of mystery does one find
greatest courage.

Gets A Fine Rating

Junior Rubinsteins
Preparing For Competitive
Festival At Bangor—
'
Friday’s Program

A group 1s working on numbers
to be played at the State Competi
tive Festival for the Bangor Au
gusta District. The president of
the State Federation, State chalii man cf competitive Festivals and
State Junior counselor are mem
bers of the festival committee.
They select the material to be used
in connection with the competitive
festival.
Each class is given a require!
number and Ins tiie privilege of
choosing a number by an Ameri
can composer.
The basic idea is “Not to earn
a prize, nor defeat an opponent,
Dork Borgerson
but Io pace each other on the road
Miss Doris Borgerson, daughter of to excellence." It inspires thp stu
dents to more serious work and
Mr. and Mrs. Car! Borgerson cf 100
provides a basis for higher mu
Park street, continues to prove her sical attainment through construc
scholastic ab lity in wide fields. This tive criticism. The judges are
week she received her rating from three competent piano teachers
the American Council of Education who are not known to the entrant.
on the national teachers' examina
This program was presented in
tion that she took in Augusta in
the Universalist vestry Friday aft
January. It is a rating of which ernoon.
she may well be proud. These ex
aminations are open to college God Ble's America.
Mrs. Sanborn, accompanist
graduates, school principals and Paper,
Miss Leona Wellman
teachers with wide experience as Plano duet
Moment Musical.
well as to college students. Miss
Schubert
Christine Newhall and
Borgerson has consistently continued
Kathleen Blackman
Plblch
to win honors throughout her four Plano solo-Poeme.
Mary Ramsdell
Vocal solo I’ll Take You Home
years at Bates College.
Again Kathleen.
At present she is teaching Ameri
Bertha Coomos
accompanied
by Dorothy Havener
can history, civil government, and
Competitive Festival Numbers:
two classes in English at Stephens Plano solo—Minuetto In E llat. Haydn
Jacquelyn Snow
High School at Rumford, and carry Plano solo—
Contra Dance.
ing on her regular college work.
Bee tho ven-Selss
HOLLIS W. MERRY

Hollis W. Merry, 58, of 120 Park
avenue, Portland, veteran Maine
Central Railroad conductor, strick
en with a shock on his run from
Bangor to Portland Feb. 15, died
shortly after he was admitted to
the Maine General Hospital.
A native of North Warren, Merry
was educated in the schools of
that town, Union High School and
Commercial College at Rockland,
where he resided most of his life
before moving to Portland about
12 years ago.’ He had been em
ployed by the railroad 38 years.
Mr. Merry was a member of the
Brotherhood of Railway Conduc
tors, Portland. Aurora Lodge of
Masons, King Solomon Chapter.
King Hiram Council and Order of
the Eastern Star of Rockland.
Surviving are his widow. Mrs
Vyletta Maccmber Merry, to whom
he was married in Portland in
1931; a daughter by a former mar
riage, Mrs. Charles L. Gregory of
Glen Cove; four sisters, Mrs. Inez
Mathews, Mrs. Minnie Gordon
and Mrs. Lina Smith, al! of War
ren, Mrs. Elvie Flanagan of Ban
ger; a granddaughter; also several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were conducted
in Portland by Rev. Elwyn Wilson
and interment was in Forest City
cemetery, Portland.

Helen Lynch
Plano solo -Scherzlno.
Re be
Ruth Emery
Vocal duet—Dream of Summer.
Franz Ller
Bertha Coombs and Polly Havener
Plano aolo—Butterfly,
Merkel
Janice French
Plano solo Second Waltz.
Godard
F'alne Poust
Plano solo Cuban Dance, Mana Zuka
Gloria Wltham
Plano Duo Andante,
Chaminade
Gloria Wltham and Elaine Poust
Star Spangled Banner,
Mrs. Berry, accompanist

KALER-KING
Russell E. Kaler of Rockland and
Miss Pauline Mary King of Union
were man ied Friday night at the
parsonage of the First Baptist
Church. Rev. J. Charles MacDonald
performed the double ring ceremsny.
The couple were attended by Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Tabbutt of Thom
aston.
Mr. Kaler Ls the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer E. Kaler of Rockland
and Mrs. Kaler is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ames King cf Union.
The groom is employed at the plant
of the Tood-Bath Iron Works in
South Portland and the bride 1s a
waitress at the Paramount Restau
rant. ’

MERRILL-JOHNSON
MLss Helen Marion Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Toivo
Johnson of St. George road,
Thomaston, and Hanson Douglas
Merrill, son of Mr. and Mr.s. Her
bert Merrill of Thomaston were
married at the residence of Rev.
J. Charles MacDonald at 8 o’clock
FROST PAINTINGS
Saturday night. Rev. MacDonald
(For The Courier-Gazette J
performed
the double ring service.
No flowers have I for my room
But windows three are busy
The bride was dressed in blue
Witli frost dipped brushes they re
flowered print dress. Mrs. J. Charles
abloom
To heart's desire qul’e dlzzv
MacDonald
and Miss Leulla Grace
Ferns and trees all pictured there
And mountains va t and gldav.
Patterson served as witnesses "to
Wltii Summits high and sleek and
ihe ceremony.
biair
Oh. Jack, your nesting's spliTy.
Bride and grocm are graduates
Outside the grass. Is ice Incased
jf
Thomaston High School in the
B»whi‘kered man has frosted face.
Smoke from the chimneys run a race class of 1938r The bride is em
For disappearing quickly.
Then t-rioes the brilliant sun aglow ployed at the Senter-Crane Com
Windows drip and pictures go.
pany and the groom at the Bath
K S F.
Iron
Works in Bath.
Rocldand.
Subscribe

to

The Cniiripr-Oazettt

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

Are the Charming New

COATS
AND

SUITS
For SPRING
Arriving daily in good supply
and superb, virile styling.

AT

Lucien K. Green & Son
FURRIERS

16 School St., Rockland, Me.
N. B. A few Fall Coats are still
available at appropriately low prices.
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Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

A FUR-BUYING OPPORTUNITY/ ,
WILL AAAAZE EVEN FUR EXPERTS'
WEDNESDAY-ONE DAY ONLY-MARCH 4
★ FAMOUS

* ANNUAL

MM—MUBM

★ UNIQUE

Established Jan

DEATH
So Reports Dt
Do
A reixtrt submittei
General Prank I. Cf
pathologist Arch H. \
case of the death
Dcushty of Clark TI.i,
states that the exa
his demise due to act
nerk injury, shock
ex posure.
This is the official
jindings of the mcdi
after an autopsy an
0( certain organs
Laboratory.
Morrill further st.
examination made b
H. j. Weisman, I
medical examiner, si
dences of foul plav
explained the cut on
of his neck and un^
line as having been

Auxiliary
Will Attend Schoi
Tonight, “Al”
Instruct

If You’re Planning to Buy a New Fur Coat Within The Next Two Years . ■ ■
You’ll Be Smart to Buy a SCOTT SUPEft-BILT FUR COAT WEDNESDAY
at CUTLER’S, Rockland . ■ ■ Savings that Should Make You Come Running!

All men who hav<

to the auxiliary for<
land Police Departm
who wish to enter
work in the police f
to be at the Police
at 7.30.
Deputy Marshal At
ardson, who recentl
P.B.I. Training Scho)
course of instructed
cover every phase <
The classes will be
one-half tc two hour*
wilL be held one nig
least.
Applicants for an
the auxiliary police
to take the full cc
tion and pass exam)
they are appointed
duty.
Barbers in tiie tov
Nebraska, arc forbid]
eat onions between
seven in the morninj
the evening.

MORE NEW ENGLAND WOMEN BUY SCOTT FURS THAN ANY OTHERS! THERE MUST BE A REASON!

fit*

SCOTT FURS USUALLY 90 to 120

SCOTT FURS USUALLY 139 to 180

pfrsian lambs

$

NOW

Usually

ufimh

$

*199
550... 299
695... 349
795. .. 429

3 Black Dyed Persian Lambs.......................................................$320...
5 Fitted Black Persian Lambs.......................... ......................
4 Superb Russian Black Persian Lambs.................................
4 Let-Out Natural Bokhara Grey Persian Lambs..............

AUTOMOBIIE AfJ
DEALERS AIIt|
BOWES - RFPaml
BATTERIES IO<T

EASY TO

m i nKs
(BLACK, BROWN OR GREY)

* SEAL DYED CONEYS

* MINK DYED CONEYS

TELEPHONE Di

YELLOW I
Uiually

* CARACUL DYED LAMBS
3 Asiatic Minks (3 rows)

................................................... $658.. . 5 3 99

1 Natural Wild Mink. Six« 30................................................. 2500..

Usually

2
1

(BLACK BROWN OR GREY)

* LET-OUT RACCOONS

* SKUNK

DYED OPOSSUM

Supper at 6.30—

GREATCOATS

NOW

23-30

R. C

FRUIT Bl
Choice Fruit, ea
tastefully arrant
delivei

NAUM &

2 Nine-row Sheared Canadian Beavers.................................

1

DYED CARACUL LAMBS

Distri

220 MAIN ST.. K<|
TEI-

Ch

NOW

*229
Pedigreed Silver Fox Coat 32".. ...................... «... .1000... 650
Canadian Lynx Jackets 22"...................... ......................... .. 595... 349
Neturel Blue Fox Cape, 24"................................. .. ................ 475. . 299

2 Silver Fox 22° Jackets.........................

* CHEKIANG

A. F. A
District Meet inc

TUESDAY EVG

»399
775... 499
900... 579
900.. y 549

Usually

* NATURAL SKUNK GREATCOATS

ROCKLAND 10

'

1 Fitted Eleven-row, Sheared Canadian Beaver...................

SILVER BLENDED RACCOONS

* BLACK DYED PERSIAN PAWS

1 Five-row Sheared Canedien Beaver...................................... $650...
3 Eleven-row Sheered Canadian Beavers..............................

* let out

* MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

* BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

t

(CENTER BACKS)

1479

beavers

* SABLE DYED CONEYS

* NATURAL GREY CHINESE KIDSKINS
* BAUM MARTEN BLEND MUSKRATS

NOW

4 Let-Out Asiatic Minks............................................................ 900... 549
2 Blended Minks............................................................................ 1100... 695
1 Natural Ranch Mink, Size 16.. ....................................... 1700.. 1149

* KAFFA DYED LAPIN REVERSIBLES

F

............................$400...

Buy for Now, for Next Year, and Years to Come . . . for in purchasing
a SCOTT SUPER-BfLT FUR COAT today or tomorrow, you may make
the most advantageous fur purchase of your lifetime! Do not confuse
these brand new SCOTT SUPER-BfLT Fur Coats with ordinary Fur
Coats! SCOTT Fur Coals are famous for superior quality skins,
expert workmanship, advanced styling! Intermediate markdown* taken.

NO* NEED TO PAY CASH!

I

4 / EVEN DURING THIS SPECTACULAR SALE YOU MAY

CHOOSE YOUR OWN WAY OF PAYING WITH THE
FAMOUS
UNIQUE PAYMENT
PLAN!

scon

1^■

•

- 1...

With

CHK

MAIN STI

* HUDSON SEAL DYED MUSKRATS

* NATURAL GREY

SQUIRRELS

Mobil

* SABLE DYED RUSSIAN SQUIRRELS

Prom

* NATURAL

SIBERIAN

For Fi
SOUTH AMERICAN

LEOPARDS

* GENUINE SILVER FOX JACKETS

